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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
Improved Standard Error Estimation for Maintaining the Validities of Inference in
Small-Sample Cluster Randomized Trials and Longitudinal Studies
Data arising from Cluster Randomized Trials (CRTs) and longitudinal studies are cor-
related and generalized estimating equations (GEE) are a popular analysis method
for correlated data. Previous research has shown that analyses using GEE could
result in liberal inference due to the use of the empirical sandwich covariance ma-
trix estimator, which can yield negatively biased standard error estimates when the
number of clusters or subjects is not large. Many techniques have been presented to
correct this negative bias; However, use of these corrections can still result in biased
standard error estimates and thus test sizes that are not consistently at their nominal
level. Therefore, there is a need for an improved correction such that nominal type I
error rates will consistently result.
First, GEEs are becoming a popular choice for the analysis of data arising from
CRTs. We study the use of recently developed corrections for empirical standard
error estimation and the use of a combination of two popular corrections. In an
extensive simulation study, we find that nominal type I error rates can be consistently
attained when using an average of two popular corrections developed by Mancl and
DeRouen (2001, Biometrics 57, 126-134) and Kauermann and Carroll (2001, Journal
of the American Statistical Association 96, 1387-1396) (AVG MD KC). Use of this
new correction was found to notably outperform the use of previously recommended
corrections.
Second, data arising from longitudinal studies are also commonly analyzed with
GEE. We conduct a simulation study, finding two methods to attain nominal type
I error rates more consistently than other methods in a variety of settings: First, a
recently proposed method by Westgate and Burchett (2016, Statistics in Medicine
35, 3733-3744) that specifies both a covariance estimator and degrees of freedom,
and second, AVG MD KC with degrees of freedom equaling the number of subjects
minus the number of parameters in the marginal model.
Finally, stepped wedge trials are an increasingly popular alternative to traditional
parallel cluster randomized trials. Such trials often utilize a small number of clus-
ters and numerous time intervals, and these components must be considered when
choosing an analysis method. A generalized linear mixed model containing a random
intercept and fixed time and intervention covariates is the most common analysis ap-
proach. However, the sole use of a random intercept applies assumptions that will be
violated in practice. We show, using an extensive simulation study based on a moti-
vating example and a more general design, alternative analysis methods are preferable
for maintaining the validity of inference in small-sample stepped wedge trials with
binary outcomes. First, we show the use of generalized estimating equations, with an
appropriate bias correction and a degrees of freedom adjustment dependent on the
study setting type, will result in nominal type I error rates. Second, we show the use
of a cluster-level summary linear mixed model can also achieve nominal type I error
rates for equal cluster size settings.
KEYWORDS: GEE, group randomized trials, degrees of freedom,test size
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Significance
Cluster randomized trials (CRTs) and longitudinal studies are popular study designs
in public health research and involve the data collection of correlated responses. The
application of generalized estimating equations (GEE) [1] is commonly used to ac-
count for data correlation to perform a valid analysis. Model-based and empirical
sandwich-based methods are two consistent approaches for standard error (SE) es-
timation when using GEE. However, the model-based estimator requires the correct
specification of the correlation structure and making this assumption may be unfea-
sible in many cases. The empirical sandwich-based SE estimator, while consistent
even when the correlation structure is misspecified, is biased for small-sample studies
because the residuals are typically underestimated in its formula [2]. Small-sample
bias corrections for the empirical sandwich estimator exist but no method yields test
sizes at nominal levels in all situations. Thus, there is additional need for guidance
on the use of these corrections to achieve the validity of inference consistently in a
variety of settings for these study designs.
In this dissertation, we therefore evaluate existing and proposed empirical bias-
corrected SE estimators by their biases and resulting type I error rates in various
realistic settings. Specifically, the goal of this dissertation is to offer guidance for
lowly biased SE estimation and proper inference in settings not addressed in previous
literature. Chapter 2 focuses on the validity of inference for analyzing data arising
from small-sample parallel CRTs. In Chapter 3, we compare SE bias corrections in
various small-sample longitudinal study design settings. We also offer guidance on
the use of an appropriate method in a specific CRT study design, the stepped wedge
trial (SWT), with binary outcomes in Chapter 4. We conclude in Chapter 5 with a
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summary of our findings and possible directions for future research.
Chapter 2 introduces the newly proposed SE bias correction composed of the
average of the Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] (AVG MD
KC) SE bias-corrections. This new method is proposed because Mancl and DeRouen
[2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] have been previously observed to yield inflated
and underestimated SE estimates, respectively [4]. Specifically, we study its use in
the context of parallel CRTs in Chapter 2. We later demonstrate that the use of AVG
MD KC with the appropriate degrees of freedom (df) computation, dependent on the
coefficient of variation (cv) of the cluster sizes, outperforms existing bias corrections
in a wide range of CRT settings with respect to biases and type I error rates.
In Chapter 3, we evaluate available SE bias-corrections and df adjustments and
compare their resulting biases and type I error rates in longitudinal study settings.
The performances of these methods in a variety of realistic settings, such as in unbal-
anced study designs, are of considerable interest and widely unacknowledged in the
literature. In an extensive simulation study, we show that the use of either AVG MD
KC with df equaling the number of subjects minus the number of parameters in the
marginal model or Westgate and Burchett [5] with its respective degrees of freedom
can consistently maintain the validity of inference in such settings.
Finally, we consider analyses of a special case of the CRT, the SWT, in Chapter
4. The standard generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) proposed in Hussey and
Hughes [6] is the most common approach used when analyzing data arising from
SWTs but can require strict assumptions on the latent variable for unbiased SE
estimation and the validity of inference [7, 8, 9, 10]. We show that the standard
GLMM for SWTs with binary outcomes is biased when the correlation structure is
misspecified and expand on the limited literature for alternative analysis methods.
Specifically, we determine the appropriate bias corrections and df adjustments for
use with GEE in such settings. Their performances are then contrasted with the
2
performances of a cluster-level summary linear mixed model and the standard GLMM.
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Chapter 2 Improved Standard Error Estimators for Maintaining the
Validity of Inference in Cluster Randomized Trials with a Small Number
of Clusters
2.1 Introduction
Cluster randomized trials (CRTs) are studies in which clusters of subjects, such as
communities, schools, clinical care practices, etc., are randomized to different trial
arms [11, 12]. For simplicity, in this chapter we assume that a CRT is composed of
only control and intervention trial arms. In general, the size of each cluster can be
small or large, and sizes can be constant or vary across clusters. It is often the case
that only a small number of clusters are involved in any given CRT, as obtaining a
large number of clusters (e.g., > 30) can be impractical due to cost or administrative
reasons [12]. For instance, Ivers et al. [13] studied a broad selection of 285 randomly
selected health service CRTs and noted the median number of clusters for these
studies was 21.
Outcomes within clusters tend to be more alike than outcomes between clusters.
This is an exchangeable correlation and is routinely measured by the intracluster
correlation coefficient (ICC), which is typically non-negative in CRTs [14]. In order
to attain valid inference, this correlation must be accounted for in the statistical
analysis. The use of generalized estimating equations (GEE) [1] is a popular method
for the analysis of correlated data, as the correlation, or ICC, structure does not
need to be correctly specified in order to attain valid inference. However, in the
past, research has indicated that the application of the empirical sandwich covariance
matrix estimator with analyses using GEE can yield negatively biased standard error
(SE) estimates and thus inflated test sizes when the number of clusters is small [2],
as is the case in many CRTs.
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Multiple techniques have been presented to correct this bias, such as the methods
of Mancl and DeRouen [2], Kauermann and Carroll [3], and Fay and Graubard [15].
However, in CRT settings with a small number of clusters, use of the Kauermann
and Carroll [3] correction can still result in negatively biased SE estimates and will
not always result in valid inference, whereas the Mancl and DeRouen [2] correction
can yield conservative inference as it tends to over-correct the bias [4]. Furthermore,
the Fay and Graubard [15] bias-corrected SE estimator has previously been found to
perform similarly to the bias-corrected SE estimator proposed by Kauermann and
Carroll [3, 16] and identically in some balanced situations [17]. A modified version of
the Fay and Graubard [15] estimator [18] has been shown to be analytically equivalent
to the Kauermann and Carroll [3] estimator [8]. Li and Redden [19] conducted a
simulation study in CRT settings in which a marginal logistic regression model with
a trial arm indicator as the only covariate was utilized and found that the correction
of Kauermann and Carroll [3] for empirical SE estimation is preferable for small to
moderate variations in cluster size, i.e., a coefficient of variation (cv) of 0.5 or less, but
suggested that the Fay and Graubard [15] correction is preferable for higher cluster
size cv values. However, neither correction consistently results in nominal test sizes,
and we later show via a more in-depth simulation study that these guidelines with
respect to these two corrections and cluster size cv values are not always correct.
Therefore, there is a need for universal guidance on bias-corrections to the empirical
sandwich estimator that will consistently achieve test sizes at nominal levels in CRT
settings.
In addition to the discussed bias-correction methods for SE estimation, another
focus for improved inference is to account for SE estimation variability. Rather than
the use of Z-tests, one approach is the application of t− tests with N − p degrees of
freedom, where N is the number of clusters and p is the number of parameters within
the marginal model. This was originally proposed by Mancl and DeRouen [2] and
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more recently studied by Westgate [4] and Li and Redden [19]. Another well-known
method for obtaining degrees of freedom was developed by Pan and Wall [20]. In
brief, degrees of freedom are approximated by estimating the amount of variability
in the empirical covariance estimator.
In this chapter, we study the use of these two types of degrees of freedom with
different bias-corrected SE estimators, including the bias-corrected SE estimators
studied by Li and Redden [19]. We also propose and study the use of a new corrected
SE estimator that takes the average of the SE estimators resulting from the use of
the Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] corrections. We justify
taking the average because the use of the Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and
Carroll [3] corrections can result in the over- and under-estimation of SEs, respectively
[4].
Our motivating example is a repeated cross-sectional CRT with eight primary care
clinics, with four each randomized to an intervention or control arm [21, 22, 23]. The
goal of the intervention was to increase cancer screening within at-risk populations.
In this chapter, we later focus on subject-level outcomes that are binary indicators of
mammography smear screening. With so few clusters in this study, it is very impor-
tant that a proper bias-corrected SE estimator be utilized for inference. Specifically,
a SE estimator that is known to result in valid, yet not overly conservative, inference
is desired.
In Section 2.2, we discuss GEE notation, existing bias-corrected SE estimators and
their limitations, degrees of freedom options to account for SE estimation variability,
and then we present our proposed SE estimator. In Section 2.3, we examine via a
simulation study how the various methods perform in a variety of CRT settings. We
then demonstrate differences in SE estimators with respect to the analysis of data
from our motivating example in Section 2.4, and closing remarks are given in Section
2.5. Finally, we present Supplementary Materials in Section 2.6.
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2.2 Notation, GEE, and Existing and Proposed Empirical Sandwich Co-
variance Matrix Estimators
2.2.1 Notation and GEE
Denote Y i as the vector of outcomes from the ni subjects within the ith independent
cluster, i = 1, . . . , N . For the ith cluster, we express the marginal mean as µi=E(Y i) .
We letX i be the ni×p matrix of covariate values for the ni subjects in the ith cluster.





, where Ai = diag[φν(µi1), . . . , φν(µini)] is a ni × ni matrix of working marginal
variances, ν is a known function, φ is a common dispersion parameter, ρ is the ICC
parameter(s), and Ri is the working correlation matrix. We note that a review for
the definition of the ICC may be found in Eldridge et al. [14].
The outcomes are marginally modeled by a generalized linear function given as
f(µi) = X iβ, where f is the chosen link function and the marginal parameters are
denoted by β = [β0, β1, . . . , βp−1]
T . The parameter estimates, denoted by β̂, are





i (Y i − µi) = 0, where Di = ∂µi/∂βT .
2.2.2 Empirical Sandwich Covariance Matrix Estimator
There are two approaches for obtaining a consistent estimate of the covariance ma-
trix of β̂: model-based or empirical sandwich-based. The model-based covariance
estimator requires knowledge of the true correlation structure, which is often not
feasible. Many CRTs assume a common ICC [24], but the true ICC value for any
given cluster can be influenced by its trial arm, its size, and other unforeseen fac-
tors [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Therefore, the empirical sandwich covariance estimator is
a popular alternative because it typically provides a consistent estimate even when
the working ICC structure is misspecified. The equation for the empirical sandwich
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Here, Cov(Y i) is unknown and is therefore replaced by Ĉov(Y i) = rir
T
i , i = 1, . . . , N ,
where ri = Y i − µ̂i is the residual vector for the ith cluster.
Although the empirical sandwich SE estimator is consistent, replacing Ĉov(Y i)
with rir
T
i , i = 1, . . . , N , in Equation (2.1) can yield a biased estimate when N is
not large because the residuals tend to be too small [2]. As a result, SE estimates
can be negatively biased, resulting in liberal inference, which is an important concern
in many CRT settings due to the small number of clusters [13]. Therefore, multiple
bias-corrected estimators have been proposed to correct this bias.
2.2.3 Existing Bias-Corrected Estimators
Although multiple corrections have been proposed, the corrections of Mancl and
DeRouen [2], Kauermann and Carroll [3], and Fay and Graubard [15] are, to our
knowledge, popular and were compared by Li and Redden [19] in CRT settings. They
are derived from first order Taylor series expansions. The resulting bias-corrected SE
estimators incorporating the Mancl and DeRouen [2], Kauermann and Carroll [3],
and Fay and Graubard [15] corrections are given by the following replacements of
Cov(Y i) in Equation (2.1):
ĈovMD(Y i) = (I i −H i)−1rirTi (I i −HTi )−1,
ĈovKC(Y i) = (I i −H i)−1/2rirTi (I i −HTi )−1/2,
and








respectively. Here, I i is an ni × ni identity matrix, and H i is the leverage matrix








DTi V i. Furthermore,
Zi is a diagonal matrix, where the iith cell is 1- min(0.75, H̃ii), and H̃ii is the ith













minimum value of 0.75 is suggested as the cut-off by Fay and Graubard [15] but is
rarely attained in most situations, which we note held true in our simulation studies.
2.2.4 Degrees of Freedom
We consider two approaches for computation of degrees of freedom for use with
t−tests. The first, the use of N − p degrees of freedom, simply subtracts the number
of parameters from the total number of clusters. This simple approach was suggested
by Mancl and DeRouen [2] and further studied, for instance, by Westgate [4] and
Li and Redden [19]. Alternatively, the second approach uses the method proposed
by Pan and Wall [20] which considers the variability within the empirical sandwich
covariance matrix estimator proposed in Equation (2.1) to approximate the degrees
of freedom. Although formulas presented by Pan and Wall [20] are specific to the
empirical sandwich estimator, a straight-forward modification to these formulas may
be applied for other bias-corrected SE estimators. To estimate the variability of Σ̂,












































i Di), where Ĉov(Y i) corresponds to the type
of correction that is used, T̂ =
N∑
i=1




The degrees of freedom to use for inference corresponding to βk with an approxi-
mate t− distribution are estimated with 2Σ̂
2
k/τ̂k, where Σ̂k is is the estimated variance
of β̂k originating from Σ̂ and τ̂k is the estimated variance of Σ̂k from Ĉov(vec(Σ̂)).
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2.2.5 Proposed Bias-Corrected Estimator
The existing bias corrections for SE estimation reduce the magnitude of the bias
arising with the typical empirical sandwich SE estimator but still do not always result
in test sizes with nominal levels. Westgate [4] found that the Kauermann and Carroll
[3] and Mancl and DeRouen [2] bias-corrected SE estimators can be slightly liberal
and conservative, respectively, when the marginal probabilities of binary outcomes
are small. Similarly, the simulation study of Lu et al. [29] also observed that use
of the Mancl and DeRouen [2] correction has a tendency to yield over-corrected SE
estimates when the number of clusters is equal to or less than 40.
As the Mancl and DeRouen [2] correction has a tendency towards conservative SE
estimation and the Kauermann and Carroll [3] correction may still result in negatively
biased SE estimates, an alternative correction may be useful in analyzing data arising
from CRTs with a small number of clusters. Specifically, we propose the use of the
direct average of the two SE estimators incorporating these corrections. This method
yields SE estimates that are between the estimates obtained via sole use of the Mancl
and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] corrections and thus provides SE
estimates that should be neither too conservative nor too liberal.
2.3 Simulation Study
2.3.1 Study Description
We now conduct a simulation study to evaluate the performances of the previously
studied and proposed SE estimators. Specifically, we compare empirical type I error
rates using a nominal level of 0.05. These empirical test sizes arise from the use
of critical values from a t−distribution with N − p or Pan and Wall [20] degrees of
freedom. Furthermore, we compare empirical standard deviations of the estimated
intervention effect to the empirical means of corresponding SE estimators to assess
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bias. We note that we use the following abbreviations when discussing the use of par-
ticular bias corrections to SE estimators: Mancl and DeRouen (MD) [2], Kauermann
and Carroll (KC) [3], Fay and Graubard (FG) [15], and the average of Mancl and
DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] (AVG MD KC). The method proposed
by Pan and Wall [20] for approximating degrees of freedom is abbreviated as PW.
This simulation study is based on the studies of Li and Redden [19] in which
subject-level outcomes were binary and were generated from a beta-binomial distri-
bution. Specifically, for the ith cluster, i = 1 . . . N, there exists a true probability,
pi, such that E[pi] = πi, where πi is a function of the covariates (defined below) and
Var(pi) = ρπi(1 − πi). For data generation, pi is randomly generated from a beta
distribution meeting these attributes, and Yi is then generated from Binomial(ni,
pi). We additionally conducted simulations in which outcomes were generated from a
log-gamma mixture distribution such that -log(pi) ∼ Gamma(θ1i, θ2i). Here, the two
Gamma parameters are dependent upon the marginal probability and ICC for the
ith cluster. Results from the use of the log-gamma mixture distribution are similar
to results based on the use of the beta-binomial distribution and are therefore not
presented. We note that a limitation of our study, similar to many studies, is that we
only utilized two different types of distributions to generate pi, whereas an abundance
of distributions can theoretically be used as pointed out by an anonymous reviewer.
To extend generality to other outcomes, simulation results from scenarios in which
outcomes arise from a multivariate normal distribution are included in Supplemental
Materials. Results from the use of the multivariate normal distribution were also
similar to results based on the use of the beta-binomial distribution.
For each setting, we generated 10,000 datasets. Settings vary in terms of the true
ICC value, the number of clusters, and cluster sizes. Specifically, the true ICC values
are 0.01 or 0.10, and a common ICC is assumed for analyses as this is common in
practice [14]. Additional simulations were performed for a true ICC value of 0.05, but
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we found results were very similar to what is observed with an ICC of 0.01 and 0.10
and thus are not shown. Each trial arm contains an equal number of clusters at either
5 or 10, and the average cluster size, m, is set at either 50 or 100. Cluster sizes were
independently generated from normal distributions with a mean of m and variance
given by m2cv2, where cv is the coefficient of variation. As in Li and Redden [19],
the cv of cluster sizes ranges from 0 to 1 with increments of 0.1. To avoid negative
or null cluster sizes, all cluster sizes were bounded by 1 at the lower end.
The marginal model utilized in Scenario 1 is given by logit(πi) = β0 + β1x1i,
where πi is the marginal probability for subject-level outcomes from the ith cluster
and x1i is a cluster-level intervention indicator. Half of the clusters are assigned to
intervention and half of the clusters are assigned to control. As in Li and Redden [19],
we use marginal probabilities of 0.25 for all clusters, such that β1 = 0. As we thought
marginal probabilities of the outcomes may play a role in how the bias-corrected SE
estimators perform, additional simulations with a marginal probability of 0.1 were
ran. However, these results were similar to results with a marginal probability of 0.25
and are therefore not presented. For comparison of estimators, we focus on test sizes
with respect to β1.
Scenario 2 is based on our motivating application of a mammography smear
screening CRT [21, 22, 23], which extends the marginal model of Scenario 1 by
adding a continuous covariate, x2i, to the model. Incorporation of this covariate
is based on the analysis of covariance model proposed by Ukoumunne and Thomp-
son [30] that uses the baseline cluster-level log odds as an adjustment covariate.
The marginal model is therefore given by logit(πi) = β0 + β1x1i + β2x2i. Here,
β = [−0.20, 0.00, 0.70]T , x2i is unique for each cluster with a value independently
generated from Uniform(−1, 3) and focus is still on inference with respect to β1.
Empirical type I error rates, corresponding to two-sided tests at the 0.05 level with
respect to H0 : β1 = 0, are presented in Figures 2.1-2.16. Each figure corresponds to
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the use of a different correction to the empirical SE estimator and the use of a different
degrees of freedom approach, N − p or PW, and contains four quadrants. Quadrants
correspond to the number of clusters in each trial arm (5 or 10), and the average
cluster size (m=50 or m=100). Within each quadrant, empirical sizes are given for
distinct ICC values (0.01 and 0.10) and for cvs of cluster sizes ranging from 0 to 1
with increments of 0.1 To account for random simulation error in terms of assessing
the validity of inference, we note that empirical test sizes ranging from approximately
0.046 to 0.054 would have corresponding confidence intervals that cover the nominal
0.05 level. Therefore, in each figure we depict this range via a shaded region.
To assess the bias of empirical SE estimators incorporating each of the corrections,
we present the percent differences between the empirical mean SE estimates of β̂1 and
the empirical standard deviation of β̂1. Percent difference is (1/10000)
∑10000
i=1 (ŜEi−
ESD)/ESD × 100, where ESD is the empirical standard deviation of β̂1 from the
10000 simulations, and ŜEi is the estimated SE resulting from the given correction in
the ith simulation. To depict how the estimators perform at extremes of cluster size
variation, various cv values are reported for Scenario 1 within Table 2.1 and Scenario
2 within Table 2.2. Bold values and values followed by a † indicate corresponding
test sizes resulting from the use of N − p and PW degrees of freedom, respectively,
that are within the shaded region of 0.046 to 0.054.
2.3.2 Results: Test Size
Results with respect to the MD bias-corrected SE estimator were as expected. In both
scenarios, results (Figures 2.1 and 2.3) indicate that the use of this estimator with
N − p degrees of freedom frequently yields conservative test sizes, particularly where
the total number of clusters is smaller (N/2=5). The use of the MD bias-corrected
SE estimator with PW degrees of freedom for Scenario 1 (Figure 2.2) yields test sizes
at or near nominal levels. Improved inference using PW degrees of freedom is noted
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in Scenario 2 (Figure 2.4), with test sizes that are less conservative than using N − p
degrees of freedom, but these test sizes are overall still conservative.
The KC (Figures 2.4-2.8) and FG (Figures 2.9-2.12) estimators perform similarly
with respect to resulting test sizes. With only the intervention indicator present
in Scenario 1, both estimators perform at nominal levels for smaller and moderate
cluster size variation with N − p degrees of freedom. However, they perform liberally
for larger cv, with a spike in type I error at cv = 0.4, or when the PW degrees of
freedom are utilized. These liberal test sizes are most apparent when a small number
of clusters (N/2=5) is present. However, with the addition of a continuous covariate
in the marginal model in Scenario 2, test sizes are liberal for all values of cv when
the number of clusters is small (N/2=5) for both degrees of freedom approaches.
While test sizes are very similar for the N−p degrees of freedom approach for the
KC and FG estimators, test sizes differ with the PW degrees of freedom approach.
We note that although the two estimators are similar analytically, computation of the
KC and FG estimators involve inversions of different matrices, and as matrices for
the FG estimator typically have lower dimensions, results can be more stable [8]. We
note our findings deviate from previous literature, as Li and Redden [19] found the
FG correction to work well and be preferable relative to the KC correction for larger
levels of cluster variation (cv ≥ 0.6). However, our findings indicate that KC and FG
do not perform well with the additional covariate in Scenario 2. Furthermore, they
perform similarly in both scenarios, consistent with findings in previous literature
[8, 16].
Use of the AVG MD KC (Figures 2.13-2.16) correction overall yielded test sizes
that are closer to the nominal 0.05 level in comparison to the other bias-corrected
estimators. We note that for very high levels of cluster size variation (cv ≈ 1.0) and a
small number of clusters, the estimator can be slightly liberal in Scenario 1 for both
degrees of freedom approaches. Where the number of clusters is smaller (N/2=5),
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use of the AVG MD KC with PW degrees of freedom typically yields nominal test
sizes for smaller and moderate cv values, while test sizes resulting from the use of
AVG MD KC with N − p degrees are at nominal levels for larger cv values. For
larger number of clusters (N/2=10), both degrees of freedom approaches give test
sizes within the target range. Overall, use of the AVG MD KC with N − p degrees of
freedom performs quite well in most settings, as it is usually only slightly conservative
or within the target range for near-nominal empirical test sizes.
2.3.3 Results: SE Estimation
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show that the correction proposed by MD is positively biased,
reflected by large, positive departures from the empirical standard deviation of β̂1.
The magnitude of percentage biases are largest for a small number of clusters, corre-
sponding to empirical test sizes further from the target range as depicted in Figures
2.1 and 2.6. The KC and FG bias-corrected SE estimators yield percent differences
close to 0 for small levels of variation in cluster size, but this trend does not hold with
larger levels of variation in cluster size. We note that the FG correction yields slightly
less bias in SE estimation compared with the KC estimator at larger levels of cluster
variation. However, the FG correction is still negatively biased in such settings. Our
findings for the MD and KC estimators agree with previous findings by Westgate [4],
where KC was found to over-correct and MD was found to under-correct the bias
in the empirical sandwich SE estimator. Alternatively, the use of the AVG MD KC
estimator overall tended to yield percent biases closer to 0 relative to the other bias-
corrected SE estimators in both scenarios. As a result we saw corresponding overall
improvements in empirical test sizes.
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2.4 Application
We illustrate the application of the different bias-corrected empirical SE estimators
in a CRT designed to examine the efficacy of a mammography screening intervention.
The effect of the system-based intervention, Cancer Screening Office Systems (Cancer
SOS) [21, 22], was studied in women, ages 50 to 75, from under-served communities
attending one of eight clinics in Hillsborough County, Florida. Four of these clinics
were randomly allocated to participate in the intervention. One aim of the study
involved examining whether annual mammograms were performed at a greater rate
after a two year period in the presence of the intervention. Therefore, we used GEE
to fit a marginal model given by logit(π2i) = β0 + β1Ii(Intervention) + β2 logit(p̂0i)
that is based on the work of Ukoumunne and Thompson [30]. Here π2i is the marginal
probability of mammography smear for the ith cluster two years after the intervention
began, p̂0i is the baseline proportion of subjects who had a screening at baseline in
cluster i, and Ii(Intervention) is an intervention indicator for cluster i.
The estimated intervention effect, β̂1, SE estimates of β̂1, and corresponding test
statistic values, degrees of freedom, and p-values are reported in Table 2.3. The
relative magnitudes of the SE estimates aligns with the results from our simulation
study. Specifically, the MD bias-corrected SE estimate is largest in this application,
whereas the bias-corrected estimators of KC and FG perform similarly and result in
the smallest SE estimates. Also, the AVG MD KC estimate falls between the MD
and KC estimates. As in our simulation for a small number of clusters (N/2=5), use
of PW degrees of freedom results in more liberal test sizes in comparison to use of
N − p degrees of freedom. The observed variation in cluster size for this screening is
small, with cv ≈ 0.03; thus, based on our simulation study findings, we suspect that
the AVG MD KC estimator with PW degrees of freedom is best in terms of percent
bias and test size.
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2.5 Concluding Remarks
CRTs are often limited to a small number of clusters, and universal guidance on
proper SE estimation is needed when utilizing GEE in such settings. In a simulation
study meant to mimic a wide range of general, realistic CRT settings, we compared
test sizes and percent biases of SE estimates to evaluate the performance of various
existing and proposed bias-corrected empirical SE estimators. Results from our study
demonstrate that using a direct average of SE estimates incorporating the Mancl and
DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] corrections are less biased and have
test sizes closer to the nominal level in comparison with the use of existing bias-
corrected SE estimators that have been previously suggested for the analysis of data
arising from CRTs. We recommend the use of the average of Mancl and DeRouen
[2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] bias-corrected SE estimators utilizing Pan and
Wall [20] degrees of freedom with smaller cluster size variation, such as cv < 0.6, and
N − p degrees of freedom with larger cluster size variation. The benefits of using
the average are more apparent when the total number of clusters is small or multiple
covariates are present within the marginal model. We note that the average with
N − p degrees of freedom, while sometimes slightly conservative with small cluster
size variation, still yields test sizes close to the nominal level, and therefore considering
only this correction along withN−p degrees of freedom may be universally acceptable.
Furthermore, a practical advantage of simply taking the average is that software such
as the SAS procedure Glimmix [17], for example, which can be used for GEE analyses,
can easily accommodate the user with these two popular corrections and eliminate
extensive coding or computations on the user’s part. We also note, as pointed out
by an anonymous reviewer, an alternative approach to averaging the Kauermann and
Carroll [3] and Mancl and DeRouen [2] bias-corrected SE estimators would be to
average the square of these two SE estimators and take the square root.
As a universal bias-corrected SE estimator is desired, further study is warranted in
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a wider variety of settings. This chapter examines settings with one level of clustering.
However, CRTs may be composed of multiple levels of clustering [31], such as patients
nested within doctors within hospitals. Additionally, repeated cross-sectional and
longitudinal cohort CRT designs may require outcomes to be modeled over time
[32, 33]. We encourage further study of the proposed bias-corrected SE estimators in
these and other settings.
In this chapter, we focused on binary subject-level outcomes because this is often
the outcome type of interest in CRTs [34]. However, to show results are applicable to
other outcomes, we also extended our simulation study to scenarios in which subject-
level outcomes arise from multivariate normal distributions. Results from continuous
outcomes are similar to our findings for binary outcomes. Further detail can be found
in Supplemental Materials.
We note that another small-sample bias correction to the empirical covariance
matrix estimator given in Equation (2.1) was proposed by Westgate [35]. Due to
the estimation of nuisance ICC parameters, the estimation variability of GEE can
increase, thus inflating Cov(β̂). Therefore, the corrected covariance estimator is given
by (I+Ĝ)Σ̂(I+Ĝ), in which the formula for Ĝ can be found in Westgate [35, 36] and
Σ̂ is the empirical sandwich covariate matrix estimator shown in Equation (2.1) and
can incorporate any of the bias-corrections we studied in this chapter. We studied the
use of this covariance inflation correction; however, it had negligible impact on SE
estimates due to the estimation of only a common ICC structure, and therefore results
are not presented. We note that when multiple ICC parameters are estimated, such as
a separate ICC value for each trial arm, then use of this covariance inflation correction
along with our proposed correction is recommended. Furthermore, Westgate [37]
proposed an approach for selecting a working ICC structure for improved power. This
approach utilizes the covariance inflation correction along with the Kauermann and
Carroll [3] correction. In this chapter, we found that our proposed SE correction is
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preferable, and therefore this correction will also be preferable for use with Westgate’s
[37] ICC selection approach.
2.6 Supplementary Materials
In this supporting material we present simulation study results from scenarios in
which outcomes arise from a multivariate normal distribution to supplement the chap-
ter. Our first scenario (Scenario 3) involves a model that includes only one covariate.
Thus, the marginal model for our first scenario is given by E(Yij) = µi = β0 + β1x1i,
where Yij is the outcome for the jth subject within the ith cluster, x1i is a binary
covariate and common among all observations in a given cluster, with half of clus-
ters having x1i=0 and half of cluster having x1i=1, and β = [0, 0]
T . Multivariate
normal outcomes are generated from the R package mvtnorm [38] and the marginal
variance of the outcomes is 5. Our second scenario (Scenario 4) is similar to Sce-
nario 2 presented previously in this chapter. Specifically, the first model is extended
with an additional covariate, x2i, which is continuous, common among all subjects
within a cluster, and independently generated from Uniform(-1,3). For the second
model, β = [−0.20, 0.00, 0.70]T and all other assumptions stated for the first model
are applicable for the second model.
The tables and figures are created as described previously in this chapter. Figures
2.17-2.32 depict empirical test sizes for each empirical SE estimation method for
Scenarios 3 and 4. Tables 2.4 and 2.5 summarize percent biases between empirical
means of SE estimators and empirical standard deviations of β̂1 for Scenarios 3 and
4, respectively.
Results show similar trends as with binary outcome findings in this chapter. The
MD bias-corrected SE estimator (Figures 2.17-2.20) is usually conservative in both
scenarios, but performs at or close to nominal levels with the use of PW degrees of
freedom in Scenario 3. The bias-corrected SE estimators of KC (Figures 2.21-2.24)
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and FG (Figures 2.25-2.28) are liberal with higher cv values with N − p degrees of
freedom and PW degrees of freedom in Scenario 3 and in nearly all settings in Scenario
4. We note that the FG bias-corrected SE estimator is slightly more conservative and
produces percent biases closer to 0 when outcomes arise from a multivariate normal
distribution in comparison to when subject-level outcomes are binary. Utilizing the
AVG MD KC (Figures 2.29-2.32) with N − p degrees of freedom yields nominal test
sizes in nearly all settings with larger cv values. The AVG MD KC with PW degrees
of freedom performs well with smaller cv values, where the AVG MD KC with N − p
degrees of freedom can be slightly conservative.
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Table 2.1: Percent differences* between empirical means of SE estimates and empirical standard deviations of β̂1 for a subset
of settings in Scenario 1. Bold values and values with a † correspond to type I error results using N − p degrees of freedom and
PW degrees of freedom, respectively, in which 95% confidence intervals cover 0.05, the nominal level.
ICC = 0.01 ICC=0.10
N/2 m cv MD KC FG AVG MD KC FG AVG
MD KC MD KC
5 50 0.1 6.7 -4.6 -4.6 1.2 † 6.3 -4.9 -4.9 0.8 †
10 50 0.1 4.8 -0.6 † -0.6 † 2.1 2.6 -2.6 † -2.6 † 0.0 †
5 100 0.1 6.6 -4.7 -4.7 1.1 7 -4.3 -4.3 1.5 †
10 100 0.1 4.7 -0.7 † -0.7 † 2.1 † 3.2 -2.1 -2.1 † 0.6 †
5 50 0.5 7.4 † -6.5 -5.6 0.7 5.6 † -6.3 -5.7 -0.2
10 50 0.5 3.6 -2.6 † 2.4 † 0.6 † 3.4 -2.2 † -2.1 † 0.6 †
5 100 0.5 7.2 -6.3 -5.4 0.7 † 5.1 † -6.5 -6.1 -0.5
10 100 0.5 3.2 -2.8 -2.6 0.2 † 3.7 -1.8 -1.8 1.0 †
5 50 0.9 10.7 † -9.0 -7.0 1.5 5.8 -8.5 -6.8 -1.1
10 50 0.9 3.1 -4.7 -4.2 -0.7 † 4.0 -2.3 † -2.0 † 0.9 †
5 100 0.9 9.9 † -9.0 -7.0 1.0 3.5 † -10.0 -8.8 -3.0
10 100 0.9 2.6 -4.8 -4.4 -1.0 † 2.7 -3.4 -3.2 -0.3 †
N/2, number of clusters in each trial arm; m, average cluster size; cv, coefficient of variation; ICC, common intracluster
correlation; KC, Kauermann and Carroll [3] correction; MD, Mancl and DeRouen [2] correction;FG, Fay and Graubard [15]
correction; AVG MD KC, 1/2 MD + 1/2 KC






×100, where ESD is the empirical standard deviation of β̂1 from the 10000 simulations,
and ŜEi is the estimated SE using the given correction in the ith simulation
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Table 2.2: Percent differences* between empirical means of SE estimates and empirical standard deviations of β̂1 for a subset
of settings in Scenario 2. Bold values and values with a † correspond to type I error results using N − p degrees of freedom and
PW degrees of freedom, respectively, in which 95% confidence intervals cover 0.05, the nominal level.
ICC = 0.01 ICC=0.10
N/2 m cv MD KC FG AVG MD KC FG AVG
MD KC MD KC
5 50 0.1 18.6 -5.1 -5.2 7.5 † 16.0 -7.0 -7.0 5.2 †
10 50 0.1 6.2 -2.8 -2.8 † 1.8 † 7.3 -1.8 -1.8 † 2.8 †
5 100 0.1 16.3 -6.7 -6.7 5.5 17.2 -6.1 -6.2 6.3 †
10 100 0.1 7.5 -1.6 -1.6 † 3.0 † 7.1 -2.0 -2.0 2.7 †
5 50 0.5 19.0 -8.4 -7.3 6.3 17.2 -7.7 -6.4 5.6 †
10 50 0.5 6.1 -4.4 -4.1 1.0 † 7.5 -2.0 -1.8 † 2.9
5 100 0.5 20.0 -7.4 -6.1 7.3 16.1 -8.0 -7.1 4.8 †
10 100 0.5 7.6 -2.7 -2.4 † 2.6 8.5 -1.0 † -0.9 † 3.8
5 50 0.9 26.0 -11.8 -10.6 9.1 16.5 -12.0 -9.2 3.4
10 50 0.9 8.4 -5.1 -4.2 1.9 † 7.6 -3.1 -2.6 † 2.4 †
5 100 0.9 23.3 -13.9 -12.4 6.8 17.3 -11.2 -8.9 4.2
10 100 0.9 6.2 -6.4 -5.6 0.1 † 7.3 -3.2 -2.8 † 2.2 †
N/2, number of clusters in each trial arm; m, average cluster size; cv, coefficient of variation; ICC, common intracluster
correlation; KC, Kauermann and Carroll [3] correction; MD, Mancl and DeRouen [2] correction;FG, Fay and Graubard [15]
correction; AVG MD KC, 1/2 MD + 1/2 KC






×100, where ESD is the empirical standard deviation of β̂1 from the 10000 simulations,
and ŜEi is the estimated SE using the given correction in the ith simulation
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Table 2.3: Estimated intervention effect, β̂1, SE estimates, and corresponding test statistics, PW degrees of freedom, and p-
values resulting from analyses of the repeated cross-sectional mammography study. For N − p degrees of freedom, tests utilize




β̂1 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27
SE(β̂1) 0.29 0.23 0.23 0.26
Test Statistic 0.93 1.17 1.17 1.03
PW Degrees of Freedom 18.8 20.0 9.8 19.4
N − p P-Value 0.40 0.29 0.29 0.35
PW P-Value 0.37 0.26 0.27 0.32
PW, Pan and Wall [20] degrees of freedom; MD, Mancl and DeRouen [2] correction; KC, Kauermann and Carroll [3] correction;
FG, Fay and Graubard [15] correction; AVG MD KC, 1/2 MD + 1/2 KC
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Table 2.4: Percent differences* between empirical means of SE estimates and empirical standard deviations of β̂1 for a subset
of settings in Scenario 3. Bold values and values with a † correspond to type I error results using N − p degrees of freedom and
PW degrees of freedom, respectively, in which 95% confidence intervals cover 0.05, the nominal level.
ICC = 0.01 ICC=0.10
N/2 m cv MD KC FG AVG MD KC FG AVG
MD KC MD KC
5 50 0.1 7.1 -4.3 0.9 1.6 7.4 -4.0 1.2 1.9
10 50 0.1 3.2 † -2.1 0.4 † 0.6† 3.2† -2.1 0.4† 0.5†
5 100 0.1 8.9 -2.7 2.6† 3.3† 7.9 -3.5 1.7 2.4
10 100 0.1 4.1 -1.3† 1.3† 1.4† 4.9 -0.5† 2.0 2.2
5 50 0.5 8.8† -5.2 0.8 2.1 7.7 -4.4 1.0 1.8
10 50 0.5 3.1 -3.1 -0.2† 0.1† 2.7 -2.8 -0.1† 0.0†
5 100 0.5 7.3† -6.1 -0.3 0.8 8.7 -3.3 2.1 2.8
10 100 0.5 3.8 -2.3 0.6† 0.8† 4.3 -1.2† 1.4† 1.6†
5 50 0.9 11.9† -8.0 -0.6 2.6 7.3† -7.2 0.4 -1.1
10 50 0.9 3.1 -4.7 -1.1 -0.7† 2.6† -3.6 -0.7† -0.5†
5 100 0.9 9.8† -9.3 -2.3 0.8 7.6 -6.3 -0.4 0.9
10 100 0.9 2.3† -5.1 -1.7 -1.3 2.1† -4.0 -1.1 -0.9
N/2, number of clusters in each trial arm; m, average cluster size; cv, coefficient of variation; ICC, common intracluster
correlation; KC, Kauermann and Carroll [3] correction; MD, Mancl and DeRouen [2] correction;FG, Fay and Graubard [15]
correction; AVG MD KC, 1/2 MD + 1/2 KC






×100, where ESD is the empirical standard deviation of β̂1 from the 10000 simulations,
and ŜEi is the estimated SE using the given correction in the ith simulation
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Table 2.5: Percent differences* between empirical means of SE estimates and empirical standard deviations of β̂1 for a subset
of settings in Scenario 4. Bold values and values with a † correspond to type I error results using N − p degrees of freedom and
PW degrees of freedom, respectively, in which 95% confidence intervals cover 0.05, the nominal level.
ICC = 0.01 ICC=0.10
N/2 m cv MD KC FG AVG MD KC FG AVG
MD KC MD KC
5 50 0.1 17.1 -6.0 -0.7 6.3† 17.6 -5.9 -1.6 6.6
10 50 0.1 7.5 -1.6† -1.3† 3.0† 6.2 -2.7 -2.5 1.9 †
5 100 0.1 17.7 -5.8 -1.7 6.7† 18.3 -5.2 -0.8 7.3†
10 100 0.1 7.9 -1.3 -1.1† 3.4† 7.5 -1.6 † -1.3 † 3.1
5 50 0.5 18.2 -9.2 -1.9 5.5 17.3 -7.6 -2.5 5.7
10 50 0.5 6.9 -3.7 -3.3 1.7† 7.5 -2.0 -1.8 -2.8†
5 100 0.5 19.4 -8.1 -0.9 6.7 18.0 -6.7 -1.8 6.5
10 100 0.5 6.9 -3.3 -2.9 1.9† 6.2 -3.1 -2.9 1.6 †
5 50 0.9 23.8 -13.0 0.5 7.4 17.9 -11.4 -3.3 4.5
10 50 0.9 7.0 -6.3 -5.3 0.6† 7.6 -3.2 -2.7 2.3 †
5 100 0.9 25.0 -12.4 0.9 8.3 18.3 -10.6 -3.1 5.1
10 100 0.9 8.5 -4.4 -3.6 2.3† 6.7 -3.8 -3.4 1.6 †
N/2, number of clusters in each trial arm; m, average cluster size; cv, coefficient of variation; ICC, common intracluster
correlation; KC, Kauermann and Carroll [3] correction; MD, Mancl and DeRouen [2] correction; FG, Fay and Graubard [15]
correction; AVG MD KC, 1/2 MD + 1/2 KC






×100, where ESD is the empirical standard deviation of β̂1 from the 10000 simulations,
and ŜEi is the estimated SE using the given correction in the ith simulation
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Figure 2.1: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of MD empirical mean SE estimates with N −p df in Scenario 1
Figure 2.2: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of MD empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 1
Figure 2.3: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of MD empirical mean SE estimates with N −p df in Scenario 2
Figure 2.4: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of MD empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 2
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Figure 2.5: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of KC empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in Scenario 1
Figure 2.6: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of KC empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 1
Figure 2.7: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of KC empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in Scenario 2
Figure 2.8: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of KC empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 2
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Figure 2.9: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of FG empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in Scenario 1
Figure 2.10: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of FG empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 1
Figure 2.11: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of FG empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in Scenario 2
Figure 2.12: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of FG empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 2
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Figure 2.13: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of AVG MD KC empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in
Scenario 1
Figure 2.14: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of AVG MD KC empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in
Scenario 1
Figure 2.15: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of AVG MD KC empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in
Scenario 2
Figure 2.16: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of AVG MD KC empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in
Scenario 2
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Figure 2.17: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of MD empirical mean SE estimates with N −p df in Scenario 3
Figure 2.18: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of MD empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 3
Figure 2.19: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of MD empirical mean SE estimates with N −p df in Scenario 4
Figure 2.20: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of MD empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 4
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Figure 2.21: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of KC empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in Scenario 3
Figure 2.22: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of KC empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 3
Figure 2.23: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of KC empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in Scenario 4
Figure 2.24: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of KC empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 4
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Figure 2.25: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of FG empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in Scenario 3
Figure 2.26: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of FG empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 3
Figure 2.27: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of FG empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in Scenario 4
Figure 2.28: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of FG empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in Scenario 4
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Figure 2.29: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of AVG MD KC empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in
Scenario 3
Figure 2.30: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of AVG MD KC empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in
Scenario 3
Figure 2.31: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of AVG MD KC empirical mean SE estimates with N − p df in
Scenario 4
Figure 2.32: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use
of AVG MD KC empirical mean SE estimates with PW df in
Scenario 4
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Chapter 3 A Comparison of Bias-Corrected Empirical Covariance
Estimators with Generalized Estimating Equations in Small-Sample
Longitudinal Study Settings
3.1 Introduction
Longitudinal studies are commonly employed in public health and medical research.
In a longitudinal study, N independent subjects contribute multiple correlated re-
sponses over time. An example of such a longitudinal study we later look at is the
Prevention of Alzheimer’s Disease by Vitamin E and Selenium (PREADViSE) clin-
ical trial, in which subjects were followed over time and contributed multiple scores
measuring cognitive impairment [39, 40].
Generalized estimating equations (GEE) [1] are a popular choice for the analysis
of data arising from longitudinal studies when inferential interest is with respect to
population average effects. The empirical sandwich covariance matrix estimator is
commonly used to obtain standard error (SE) estimates because it provides consistent
estimation even when the correlation structure has been misspecified, although some
exceptions exist [41, 42]. Typically, critical values from a standard normal or a chi-
square distribution are used for hypothesis testing. Although these methods work well
in large sample settings, they do not account for the negative bias and variability of
the empirical sandwich covariance estimator that are more evident in small-sample
settings.
It is well established that due to the potential bias and variability, the use of the
empirical sandwich covariance matrix estimator can result in liberal inference with
small N . This negative bias is present because the residuals tend to be too small
[2]. Many methods have been proposed to correct this bias, and the literature has
compared subsets of bias corrections in a limited range of settings. For instance, Lu et
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al. [29] found the Mancl and DeRouen [2] bias-correction to result in over corrected SE
estimates with N as high as 40 in a simulation study mimicking cluster randomized
trials (CRTs). Westgate [4, 5, 36, 43] has found the Kauermann and Carroll [3]
bias-correction to be less conservative than the Mancl and DeRouen [2] correction
and to work effectively. Li and Redden [19] compared five popular estimators in
CRT-type settings and recommended the Kauermann and Carroll [3] correction for
smaller cluster size variation and the Fay and Graubard [15] correction for larger
cluster size variation. Ford and Westgate [44] recently found the average of the
Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] corrections to outperform
existing methods with an expanded range of scenarios for CRTs motivated by Li and
Redden [19]. Wang et al. [45] found a method developed by Wang and Long [46] to
outperform a subset of existing methods in longitudinal study settings. In short, not
all methods have been studied together, nor have they been comprehensively studied.
As there may be notable variability in the empirical sandwich covariance matrix
estimator when N is small, a t−test or F -test is preferable to a Z-test or chi-squared
test. One computationally simple way to address this is by using N − p degrees of
freedom (df), where p is the number of parameters in the marginal model [2]. There
also exists approaches that directly account for variability in a covariance estimator,
such as df proposed by Pan and Wall [20], Wang and Long [46], and Westgate and
Burchett [5].
In the most comprehensive simulation study motivated by longitudinal data to
date, Wang et al. [45] compared 9 existing SE estimators with continuous, binary, and
Poisson outcomes. However, the study was not able to examine recently developed
corrections which we later show should be preferred, including the average of the
Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] corrections, as well as the
Westgate and Burchett [5] df. The study also possessed some limitations commonly
found in previous literature. First, only balanced study designs were considered in
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Wang et al. [45], although unbalanced designs are of considerable interest in practice.
In fact, the two SE estimators that were recommended for 20 or fewer subjects, the
Wang and Long [46] covariance estimator and df approximation and the Gosho et al.
[47] covariance estimator with Pan and Wall [20] df, are only applicable in designs
in which the temporal spacing of repeated measures is the same for every subject.
Therefore, studies with imbalanced designs are needed. Second, only marginal models
with a single covariate were used, where the covariate was generated from a standard
normal distribution for all subjects. While commonly used in simulation studies,
such a model is often unrealistic in practice, as covariates such as time, trial arm,
and subject-level factors are often observed. Third, the biases of SE estimates were
not assessed. It is highly preferred to study biases because empirical test sizes are
simultaneously influenced by the choice of critical values and the bias in the SE
estimator.
In this chapter, we extend upon the recent work of Wang et al. [45] in order to
address its limitations. We also study both the average of the Mancl and DeRouen
[2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] corrections, as well as the Westgate and Burchett
[5] correction and its corresponding df. We evaluate these and previously developed
methods in balanced and imbalanced settings using four different scenarios with dif-
ferent covariate types. Furthermore, we assess the performances of the SE estimators
in terms of both bias and test size. With respect to test size, we specifically study
the use of N − p and Westgate and Burchett [5] df, in addition to Pan and Wall [20]
and Wang and Long [46] df. We aim to give guidance on which methods will tend to
result in neither overly conservative nor liberal inference.
Section 3.2 introduces GEE notation, the empirical sandwich covariance matrix
estimator, existing bias-corrected empirical SE estimation methods, and approaches
to estimating df. In Section 3.3 we detail results of an extensive simulation study
comparing SE estimators and df approaches. In Section 3.4, we illustrate the methods
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using data from the PREADViSE trial. In Section 3.5 we provide concluding remarks
including our recommendations for practice. Additionally, Supplementary Materials
are given in Section 3.6.
3.2 Notation, GEE, Bias-Corrected Covariance Estimators, and df
3.2.1 Notation and GEE
Let Y i represent the vector of outcomes from the ith subject of N total subjects
with ni responses. For the ith subject, we denote the marginal mean as µi = E(Y i).
Let X i represent a corresponding matrix of covariate values. Furthermore, define




i , where Ai =
diag[φν(µi1), . . . , φν(µini)] is a ni × ni matrix of working marginal variances, ν is
a known function, φ is a common dispersion parameter, ρ is the correlation parame-
ter(s), and Ri is the working correlation matrix. Some common choices for working
correlation structures to use when analyzing longitudinal studies include, for instance,
independence, exchangeable, and AR-1.
The outcomes are marginally modeled by a generalized linear function given as
f(µi) = X iβ, where f is the chosen link function and the marginal parameters are
denoted by β = [β0, β1, . . . , βp−1]
T . The parameter estimates, β̂, are obtained using





i (Y i − µi) = 0, where Di = ∂µi/∂βT .
3.2.2 Bias-Corrected Empirical Sandwich Covariance Matrix Estimators
One may use a model-based or empirical sandwich estimator to obtain a consistent
estimate of the covariance matrix of β̂. The true correlation structure must be known
to apply the model-based covariance estimator and this may not be achievable in prac-
tice. Therefore, the empirical sandwich covariance estimator is a common alternative
because it usually provides a consistent estimate even when a misspecified working
correlation structure is assumed. The equation for the empirical sandwich covariance
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Here, Cov(Y i) is unknown and is therefore replaced by rir
T
i , i = 1, . . . , N , where
ri = Y i − µ̂i is the residual vector for the ith subject.
Although the empirical sandwich estimator is consistent, replacing Cov(Y i) with
rir
T
i , i = 1, . . . , N , in Equation (1) can yield a negatively biased estimate when N is
not large, because the residuals tend to be too small [2], resulting in liberal inference.
Therefore, multiple bias-corrected estimators have been proposed.
We briefly review existing bias-corrected empirical estimation methods devel-
oped by Mancl and DeRouen [2] (denoted MD), Kauermann and Carroll [3] (de-
noted KC), Fay and Graubard [15] (denoted FG), Fan et al. [48] (denoted FZZ),
Gosho et al. [47] (denoted GST), Morel et al. [49] (denoted MBN), Wang and Long
[46] (denoted WL), and Westgate and Burchett [5] (denoted WB). Let I i be a





















m . Additionally, Zi is a diagonal matrix
for the ith subject, where the iith cell is 1- min(0.75, H̃ii), and H̃ii is the ith diagonal













matrices replace the unknown Cov(Y i) matrix in Equation 1:
ĈovMD(Y i) = (I i −H i)−1rirTi (I i −HTi )−1,
ĈovKC(Y i) = (I i −H i)−1/2rirTi (I i −HTi )−1/2,




















(I i −HTi )−1,



















ĈovMBN(Y i) = Krir
T
i + δMξV i,
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For the MBN estimator, we define K =n−1
n−p
N
N−1 , where n represents the total




N−p , if N > (d̃+ 1)p
1/d̃, otherwise,



















. Here, we set r=
1 and d̃=2, as these are the default values proposed by Morel et al. [49] We note
that the WL and WB methods utilize their own specified df and assume a balanced
study design, correctly modeled marginal variances of the outcomes, and a common
correlation structure exists in at least a certain grouping of subjects. Furthermore,
the above formula for WB is specifically set up to accommodate MD or KC, but it can
be generalized to incorporate other bias-corrected SE estimators. Additionally, we
consider the average of the Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3]
corrections (denoted AVG MD KC). The use of this average correction was previously
studied in CRT scenarios and found to outperform other corrections in terms of
achieving nominal test size [44].
3.2.3 Methods for Computation of df
In this chapter, we study the use of multiple df computations. First, we consider
N − p df, which has been shown to improve inference in comparison with the use
of standard normal critical values and has been previously used in the literature
in simulation studies assessing type I error rates or power [2, 5, 19, 44]. A second
approach uses the method proposed by Pan and Wall [20] and is a Satterthwaite-type
df. Specifically, this method involves estimating the variability within the empirical
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sandwich covariance matrix estimator to more accurately approximate the df needed
for proper inference. The formulas presented in Pan and Wall (PW) [20] are specific
to the empirical sandwich estimator, although straight forward modifications can be
applied when bias corrections are utilized.
Different df approximations have been proposed for WL and WB, each based
on an extension of the PW approach. For both methods, we incorporate the MD
correction such that SE estimation is equivalent, so that we can directly compare the
performances of their corresponding df calculations. WL was developed prior to WB
and Wang et al. [45] propose the use of WL. However, Westgate and Burchett [5]
found that WL can lead to incorrectly large df and thus liberal inference.
3.3 Simulation Study
3.3.1 Study Description
We now perform an extensive simulation study to examine the validity of inference
resulting from the use of the SE estimation methods and df approaches in a vari-
ety of longitudinal study settings. We greatly extend upon the study of Wang et
al. [45], where the models only consisted of one time-dependent covariate that was
independently generated from a standard normal distribution. Many time-dependent
covariates do not follow such a distribution, such as time itself and skewed functions
of time. Models may utilize time-independent covariates as well, such as trial arm
assignment and subject-level baseline adjustment covariates. Therefore, we utilize
four distinct linear predictor scenarios in our study that incorporate such covariates.
Furthermore, Wang et al. [45] only considered balanced data. However, unbalanced
designs are of considerable interest in practice. Therefore, not only do we examine
balanced settings for each scenario, we also study settings having an unequal number
of responses and settings with unequal temporal spacing.
For each setting reported in this chapter for the four scenarios, we generate 1000
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datasets. We note that although a larger number of simulations is preferred for type
I error assessment, the number of repetitions was chosen for feasibility given the
volume of settings in this chapter. The settings vary by N (10, 20, 30, and 40) and
the number of responses from each subject (maximums of 5 and 10). For balanced
designs, all subjects have the same temporal spacing and contribute the maximum
number of responses. For designs in which there are an unequal number of responses
among subjects, the number of responses for each subject are independently generated
from Uniform[3,5] and Uniform[6,10]. As a result, and based on the design of our
application example, subjects contribute outcomes at all time points or the first 3 or
4 (6, 7, 8, or 9) time points. For designs of unequal temporal spacing, all subjects
contribute responses at baseline, Time1 = 0, and the remaining time points are
uniformly drawn from 0.5 to 4 (0.5 to 8) in increments of 0.5 for the maximum of 5
(10) responses. We note that the methods of GST, WL, and WB assume a common
correlation structure and therefore cannot be displayed in the results for settings with
unequal temporal spacing. Furthermore, we do not find great difference in overall
conclusions for balanced and imbalance designs. Therefore, for simplicity, within this
chapter we only present results corresponding to balanced designs. Results from both
imbalanced designs can be found in Supplementary Materials.
For each unique scenario we present in this chapter, we generate continuous,
binary, and Poisson outcomes with respective identity, logit, and log link functions,
f . Our Scenario 1 is based on Wang et al. [45] such that the marginal models are
given by f(µij) = β0 +β1xij. Here, xij is randomly generated from a standard normal
distribution, β = [0, 0]T , and we focus on inference for β1. Scenario 2, as in Westgate
and Burchett [5], uses time and a continuous baseline time independent covariate.
Specifically, the marginal models are given by f(µij) = β0 + β1Timej + β2zi , with
Timej = j − 1 and zi is independently generated from Uniform[-15,15]. Here, β =
[50, 0, 0]T for continuous outcomes and β = [0, 0, 0]T for binary and Poisson outcomes,
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and our interest in inference is with respect to both β1 and β2. Scenario 3 mimics
a longitudinal randomized trial with two arms. The marginal models include an
interaction term and are given by f(µij) = β0+β1Timej+β2(Timej×Interventioni),
with Timej as defined for Scenario 2 and Interventioni=1 for half of the subjects
and Interventioni=0 for the remaining subjects. Inferential interest is in β2, β =
[2, 1, 0]T for continuous outcomes, and β = [0, 0, 0]T for binary and Poisson outcomes.
Scenario 4 introduces a model with correlation between covariates and a covariate
that is a skewed function of time. The model is given by f(µij) = β0 + β1Timej +
β2Time
2
j +β3wj, where wj is independently generated from Normal[Timej, 1] similar
to a covariate utilized in Qu et al. [50], β = [0, 0, 0, 0]T , and Timej is as defined for
Scenario 2.
Empirical type I error rates, which correspond to two-sided tests at the nominal
0.05 level with respect to H0 : β1 = 0, H0 : β2 = 0, or H0 : β3 = 0 result from use of
empirical SE estimates that use the following corrections: Mancl and DeRouen (MD)
[2], Kauermann and Carroll (KC) [3], Fay and Graubard (FG) [15], the average of
Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] (AVG MD KC) [44] , Morel
et al. (MBN) [49], Gosho et al. (GST) [47], Fan et al. (FZZ) [48], Wang and Long [46]
(WL), and Westgate and Burchett (WB) [5]. All empirical type I error rates, with the
exception of WL and WB, arise from the use of critical values from a t−distribution
with N − p or PW df. As discussed at the end of Section 3.2, the SE estimators
for WL and WB are identical in this chapter but utilize their own df. For space
considerations and ease of viewing, results presented within this chapter are from the
best performing estimators in our simulation study: KC, AVG MD KC, WL, and
WB. Results for all other estimators can be found in Supplementary Materials.
In this chapter we present results for each scenario with outcomes generated from
random effects models such that the true correlation structure is exchangeable and
the working correlation structure is exchangeable. As in Wang et al. [45], ρ = 0.2
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for continuous and ρ = 0.3 for Poisson outcomes, although we use ρ = 0.2 for binary
outcomes, as opposed to a very small value of ρ = 0.1. However, in Supplementary
Materials, we present results for working independent and AR-1 correlation struc-
tures, results where outcomes are generated with a true AR-1 correlation structure,
and results for continuous outcomes with ρ = 0.7. We limit the results presented
within this chapter because we did not find notable deviance in the performances of
the methods with respect to variations in these specifications.
Empirical type I error rates and notable (> 5%) empirical SE biases are depicted in
Figures 3.1-3.6 for binary, continuous, and Poisson outcomes. Figure 3.1 corresponds
to inference on β1 in Scenario 1. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 correspond to inference on β1 and
β2 in Scenario 2, respectively. Figure 3.4 corresponds to inference on β2 in Scenario
3. Finally, Figures 3.5 and 3.6 correspond to inference on β2 and β3, respectively, in
Scenario 4. Inference for β1 in Scenarios 3 and 4 did not vary greatly from Scenario
2 and are therefore not displayed. In each subfigure, the top two quadrants present
empirical type I error rates coming from the use of N − p df, and the bottom two
quadrants depict empirical type I error rates from the use of either PW, WL, or
WB df. Random simulation error is accounted for via a shaded region ranging from
approximately 0.036 to 0.064, such that empirical type I error rates within this region
would have confidence intervals covering the nominal 0.05 level.
An estimator that offers nominal type I error rates and adequately corrects bias is
preferred. We thus assess the percent biases of the empirical SE estimators stud-
ied. The formula for the empirical SE percent bias of an estimator is given as
(1/1000)
∑1000
i=1 (ŜEi−ESD)/ESD×100, where ESD is the empirical standard devia-
tion of the β̂ values from the 1000 simulations, and ŜEi is the estimated SE resulting
from the given correction from the ith simulation. Settings where the absolute values
of the empirical SE bias are > 5 % are given by asterisks in the figures, as most es-
timators had less empirical bias with N ≥ 30. Empirical biases with absolute values
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> 10 % are indicated in the figures’ footnotes.
3.3.2 Results
3.3.2.1 Empirical SE bias
In Figures 3.1-3.6, we display notable empirical SE bias (> 5%) with asterisks. Large
bias (> 10%) is noted in the footnotes for the figures. Most estimators offer low
bias in Scenario 1 when N > 10, but large bias is present for many estimators in
other scenarios. AVG MD KC corrects the negative bias of the empirical sandwich
estimator most consistently and is the only estimator with no bias >10% for any
setting observed. KC occasionally can be negatively biased for small N as shown
with continuous and Poisson outcomes in Scenario 3 (Figure 3.4). The estimators
of WL and WB perform well, although they can sometimes be positively biased for
small N (e.g., Figure 3.3). Furthermore, WL and WB can offer lower bias than the
other estimators in some settings, such as with continuous and Poisson outcomes in
Scenario 3 (Figure 3.4), where AVG MD KC and KC are negatively biased.
Results for MBN, GST, FG, FZZ, and MD are reported in Supplementary Ma-
terials. FG tends to perform similarly to KC for the first three scenarios. However,
FG is positively biased for N = 10 and 20 in Scenario 4. Similarly, MD and FZZ
perform well but can be positively biased, but this bias is small for most settings
when N > 10. GST, and especially MBN, can have high positive bias as depicted for
continuous outcomes in Scenario 4 (as shown in Figure 3.19).
3.3.2.2 N − p df
At the top of Figures 3.1-3.6, we display type I error rates resulting from the use of
KC and AVG MD KC, with N − p df, as these were the best performing estimators
in terms of both bias and type I error rates. Although no estimator is expected to
perform perfectly, empirical test sizes from these two estimators are generally close to
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or within the desired type I error range. KC can be negatively biased and therefore
can result in liberal type I error rates when the sample size is very small (N =
10), such as in Scenario 2 for inference with respect to the subject-level covariate
(β2) (Figure 3.3) and Scenario 3 for the interaction term for Poisson and continuous
outcomes (Figure 3.4). In such settings where KC is liberal, use of the AVG MD KC
with N − p df may be preferable.
When the sample size is small (N < 30), we find the positively biased estimators
of MD, FZZ, and GST to give overly conservative type I error rates in some settings
as shown in Supplementary Materials. Additionally, with use of MBN, we observe
overly conservative type I error rates in some settings and liberal type I error rates
in other settings. In many settings, we observe similar inference with KC and FG, as
is consistent with previous literature [8, 44]. We note in our results we find FG SEs
and type I error rates to be slightly more liberal in certain settings for Scenarios 2
and 3 and use of KC to more often result in empirical type I error rates within the
desired range. FG SEs and type I error rates, however, are conservative with smaller
N for Scenario 4. We also find great similarities between MD and FZZ.
3.3.2.3 Pan and Wall-Based df
In the bottom quadrants of Figures 3.1-3.6, we show empirical type I error rates when
using PW df with KC and AVG MD KC. We additionally show empirical type I error
rates when using different df, based on extensions of PW df, corresponding to WL
and WB that utilize their own specified df. In the interest of brevity, we do not show
the actual df from each method.
We generally do not find great difference in the performances of PW and N − p
df with larger N in most scenarios. In some settings where N − p df results in
only slightly conservative type I error rates, type I error rates with PW df may fall
within the target range, such as with the use of AVG MD KC in Figure 3.4 for
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binary outcomes. When N − p df results in nominal or slightly liberal type I error
rates, use of PW df can lead to more liberal inference when there is a very small
number of subjects, such as N = 10 in Figure 3.4 for AVG MD KC. Therefore, in
most situations, we find use of N − p df acceptable even if it is sometimes slightly
conservative, and in situations such as with Scenario 3 for continuous and Poisson
outcomes shown in Figure 3.4, N − p df may actually result in improved inference
in comparison to PW df. We note similar trends are observed with the estimators
discussed in Supplementary Materials.
We additionally study WL and WB, both of which incorporate MD in this partic-
ular study so we can directly compare the methods’ two different df approximations.
Within Scenario 1, as reflected in Figure 3.1, we observe similar type I error rates
that mostly fall within the shaded region for WL and WB, as anticipated from the
nature of the covariate in the marginal model [5]. However, the two approaches per-
form differently in Scenarios 2 and 3. WL df are very large for the time covariate in
Scenario 2, and nearly infinite df can consistently be observed in Scenario 3 for the
interaction covariate (an explanation can be found in the Supplementary Material of
Westgate and Burchett [5]). However, liberal df could be offset by the incorporation
of the MD correction, which can be slightly conservative with small sample sizes in
some instances [36]. Liberal inference can still be witnessed by type I error rates that
are above nominal levels for small N , particularly for Poisson outcomes in Scenarios
2, 3, and 4 shown in Figures 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. In comparison, empirical type
I error rates for WB are typically closer to or within the shaded region for these
settings.
3.3.2.4 Summary
In summary, we find that the least biased estimators with appropriate df give closer
to nominal empirical test sizes. Therefore, WB with its corresponding df, as well as
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AVG MD KC with N − p df, give consistent and close to nominal type I error rates.
We note the approach of WB yields nominal type I error rates most consistently
of all SE and df estimation methods. We recommend this method when analyzing
data from a balanced study, or even when subjects’ measurements have the same
temporal spacing (see Supplementary Materials), as long as the data analyst can
assume a correctly modeled marginal variance of outcomes and a common correlation
structure is present. Otherwise, including situations of unequal temporal spacing
across subjects (see Supplementary Materials), we recommend the use of AVG MD
KC with N −p df, noting KC with N −p df also performs very well in most scenarios
but is occasionally liberal with very small sample size (N=10 in Scenarios 2 and 3).
With larger sample sizes, such as N=40, nearly all estimation methods perform well,
as also found in Wang et al. [45]
Besides finding that the newer methods, AVG MD KC and WB, should be utilized
as opposed to WL, we note three additional findings that conflict with the research
of Wang et al. [45] First, in our simulation study, type I error rates from settings
with 10 responses are generally similar to type I error rates from settings with 5
responses for the majority of estimators within all scenarios. Second, although our
results support Wang et al.’s [45] general finding that the number of subjects is a
stronger influence on how each empirical estimator performed, we observe almost all
estimators to perform within target test size range at N > 30, whereas Wang et al.
suggested N > 40 or 50 for some estimators. Third, there are settings in Wang et
al.’s [45] simulation study where KC performs even more poorly than the uncorrected
empirical SE estimator, which should not be the case. This poor result is likely due to
instability stemming from calculating the matrices (I i −H i)−1/2 and (I i −HTi )−1/2
on the left and right sides of the residual vectors, respectively. Stable approaches are
available to compute KC, such as using the naturally derived (I i−H i)−1 or singular
value decomposition used by the SAS glimmix procedure [17]. However Wang et al.’s
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geesmv R [51] package [45] does not use these methods. Further detail may be found
in Supplementary Materials.
We also note that in Supplementary Materials, results show two discrepancies for
situations with an unequal number of responses relative to balanced designs. First,
FG is far more conservative with respect to bias and test size in some settings, such
as testing with respect to both parameters studied in Scenario 4. Second, GST is
more liberal in certain settings such as in Scenario 3.
3.4 Application
We demonstrate the performances of the studied empirical SE estimators and df
methods by analyzing data from the PREADViSE clinical trial [39, 40]. We analyze
data from 20 subjects who are followed for 4 or 5 years and contribute consecutive
annual cognitive ability tests. Our outcome of interest, scores from the Consortium to
Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease Word List Learning [52] test, is a partial
measure of cognitive ability [39, 40]. The subject’s age at baseline is a potential
predictor of this cognitive test and in our dataset ranges from 62 to 77 years.
Our marginal linear model, previously studied in Westgate and Burchett [53],
was the basis for Scenario 2 in the simulation study and is given by E(Scoreij) =
β0 + β1Timej + β2Agei, where j= 1,...,4 or 5 and i= 1,...,20. We additionally use a
working AR-1 correlation structure, as this was found by the trace of the empirical
covariance matrix criterion [53, 54] to be a good choice. In Table 3.1, we report
model parameter estimates, β̂1 and β̂2, SE estimates of β̂1 and β̂2, corresponding test
statistic values, df, and p-values for all estimation and df methods studied in this
chapter.
Just as many estimators had nominal type I error rates in our simulation setting
for Scenario 2, we also observe p-values that are quite similar across most estimation
methods in our application. The methods of KC, AVG MD KC, WL, WB, MD, and
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FZZ all performed similarly in the corresponding simulation setting and as observed
in Table 3.1. For the time effect, however, WL resulted in the smallest p-value due
to extremely large df. MBN results in large p-values which is consistent with our
observed conservative type I error rates in the simulation study. Although GST per-
formed well and similarly to other estimators for the time effect, it was more liberal for
the baseline age effect. We note GST gave liberal (e.g., Figure 3.53 in Supplementary
Materials) and conservative inference (e.g., Figure 3.29 in Supplementary Materials)
in various simulations settings. Thus, we found GST unstable and difficult to predict
the method’s behavior. PW and N − p df produce similar p-values in Table 3.1, as
anticipated from results in the simulation study.
We note one unexpected result for the value of the FG SE estimate corresponding
to the subject-level covariate, age. Although this SE estimate is quite large, FG
type I error rates were at nominal ranges in our simulation study for Scenario 2,
which is similar to the application example. This highly conservative SE estimate
was confirmed with the SAS glimmix procedure [17]. We note FG was conservative
in some other simulation settings, such as in Scenario 4, and suspect this estimate
was influenced by the default value for the correction factor which, in SAS and as
suggested in Fay and Graubard [15], is 0.75. Lowering the correction factor to 0 in
SAS resulted in a smaller FG SE (0.76) than the value reported in Table 3.1 (2.52).
However, this estimate is still notably larger in comparison to estimates obtained
from the other estimators.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
Some longitudinal studies are limited to a small number of subjects, and if data are
analyzed with GEE in such settings, inference can be liberal when using the un-
corrected empirical sandwich estimator. Therefore, we offer guidance on the use of
bias-corrected empirical SE estimators and df estimation methods in such settings.
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Results from our simulation study indicate that the SE estimates and df proposed
by Westgate and Burchett [5], as well as the average of the Mancl DeRouen [2] and
Kauermann and Carroll [3] bias-corrected SEs with N − p df, perform in target test
size range consistently and may be preferable to use in analyses of longitudinal stud-
ies with smaller sample sizes. However, the Westgate and Burchett [5] SE estimator
and corresponding df requires equal temporal spacing. We note that for such designs,
use of the Westgate and Burchett [5] estimator and df, in addition to most consis-
tently maintaining the validity of inference, offers the additional potential benefit of
improving power [5, 53].
These findings differ from the previously most comprehensive simulation study
motivated by longitudinal data by Wang et al. [45], who found the use of the Wang
and Long [46] estimator and df to result in nominal test sizes the most consistently.
We find Wang and Long’s [46] df can be very large for differing types of covariates,
such as the time term in Scenario 2 and the interaction term in Scenario 3. This can
result in liberal inference for small sample sizes. The average of the Mancl DeRouen
[2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] corrections and the Westgate and Burchett [5]
methods were not proposed at the time of Wang et al. [45] and may offer improved
inference.
In this chapter, unlike Wang et al. [45] who only considered Pan and Wall [20]
df, we compare the methods of Pan and Wall [20] and N − p df for inference in
longitudinal studies to further expand on existing comparisons, e.g. [5, 44]. We
found the computationally simpler N − p df approach a suitable alternative to the
Pan and Wall [20] df, and in some setting N − p df can possibly improve inference,
whereas Pan and Wall [20] df tends to be more liberal with very small sample sizes.
For larger sample sizes, such as N > 30, the differences between the two df methods
are negligible.
There are considerations that can be made for future study. First, Westgate
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and Burchett [53] can accommodate the covariance inflation correction proposed by
Westgate that can account for bias introduced by estimating correlation parameters
[35, 36]. We do not employ this correction here because we have only considered
one correlation parameter in our working correlation structure in our study, and the
impact of estimating only one parameter is typically negligible [36]. However, we
encourage the use of this correction with bias-corrected SE estimators if more than
one correlation parameter is to be estimated. Secondly, we anticipate that using
the average of Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] in place of
Mancl and DeRouen [2] in the Westgate and Burchett [5] estimator will provide even
further improvement on achieving nominal type I error rates and improved power, as
we found using the average of Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3]
to outperform using Mancl and DeRouen [2] alone in our simulation study. Similarly,
Westgate and Burchett [53] presented a recent alternative approach using the SE
estimator and df of Westgate and Burchett [5] for maintaining valid inference and
improving power with Gaussian repeated measures. The average of Mancl DeRouen
[2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] can also be employed in such settings to improve
power and also maintain the validity of inference. Lastly, previous literature [19, 44]
has found methods such as Kauermann and Carroll [3] and the average of Mancl
DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] to work well in cross-sectional cluster
randomized trial settings. We therefore suspect these methods will work well in
general for the analysis of clustered data.
3.6 Supplementary Materials
3.6.1 Introduction
In this Supplementary Materials, we compare how the Kauermann and Carroll [3]
(KC) correction is computed with our function, the R [51] geesmv package [45], and
the SAS glimmix procedure [17] to address the poor performance of the KC estima-
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tor in Wang et al. [45] in Section 3.6.2. Section 3.6.3 gives further detail on data
generation for the scenarios defined in the chapter and variations to true correlation
structures, working correlation structures, and correlation parameter values. We also
detail the layout of results. In Section 3.6.4, we detail the results for balanced de-
signs of the simulation studies described in Section 3.6.3. Lastly, in Section 3.6.5,
we discuss the results for settings with an unequal number of responses and unequal
temporal spacing. Within this Supplementary Materials we present results for all
bias-corrected SE estimation methods under all studied settings.
3.6.2 Comparison of KC Calculations
The KC correction is derived using a first order Taylor Series expansion such that
Ĉov(Y i) ≈ (I i − H i)−1rirTi is the natural replacement of Ĉov(Y i) in Equation
(1). However, as Kauermann and Carroll’s [3] interest was in correcting residuals,
they proposed ĈovKC(Y i) = (I i −H i)−1/2rirTi (I i −HTi )−1/2. Solving the matrices
(I i −H i)−1/2 and (I i −HTi )−1/2 can be computationally demanding and therefore
in our function we use the natural ĈovKC(Y i) = (I i −H i)−1rirTi . SAS [17] utilizes
ĈovKC(Y i) = (I i−H i)−1/2rirTi (I i−HTi )−1/2 and uses singular value decomposition
(SVD) to compute the square root matrix [17]. SVD is a numerically stable and
geometrically reliable method, while simply using eigenvalues to compute a square
root of a matrix is known to yield erroneous results in many situations [55]. The Wang
et al. [45] geemsv package also utilizes ĈovKC(Y i) = (I i−H i)−1/2rirTi (I i−HTi )−1/2
although they observe very unstable KC results. Thus, for KC, we encourage the use
of SVD, such as in SAS Glimmix [17], or the use of ĈovKC(Y i) = (I i −H i)−1rirTi .
To illustrate that results from our function and the SAS glimmix procedure [17]
are very similar, we compare the three methods of computing KC in Figure 3.7. 1000
datasets are generated in R [51] and analyzed with our function, the Wang et al. R
[51] geesmv package [45], and the SAS glimmix procedure [17]. For simplicity, we only
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compare results generated from Scenario 1 with a continuous outcome, working and
true exchangeable correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2. These settings are identical to
where the KC correction performed poorly in the Wang et al. [45] paper. We utilize
N − p and Pan and Wall [20] (PW) df generated from our function for type I error
rates with t−tests. Figure 3.7 shows there is a strong overlap between our function
and the SAS glimmix procedure [17], whereas type I error rates resulting from the
use of the Wang et al. R [51] geesmv package [45] to compute KC are much more
liberal and well above nominal levels.
3.6.3 Further Detail On Scenarios
We now give further description of the generation of data for scenarios in our simula-
tion study. Multivariate normal outcomes are generated from the mvtnorm package
[38] in R [51] with the covariance matrix as an exchangeable or AR-1 structure to
show that estimators perform similarly with different true correlation structures. For
continuous outcomes, β = [0, 0]T in Scenario 1, β = [50, 0, 0]T in Scenario 2, β =
[2, 1, 0]T in Scenario 3, and β = [0, 0, 0, 0]T in Scenario 4. For all scenarios, we
study outcomes with ρ = 0.2. Additionally, to show that conclusions do not change
with varying correlation values, we study outcomes with ρ = 0.7 in Scenario 1. For
time considerations, a true AR-1 correlation structure is only studied for continuous
outcome scenarios to show results do not differ from a true exchangeable correlation
structure. Binary and Poisson outcomes were generated from random effects models
for all scenarios. For binary and Poisson outcomes, bi is generated from N(0, 0.75)
and N(0, 0.25), respectively. This results in ρ = 0.2 and ρ = 0.3 for binary and
Poisson outcomes, respectively, from the formula given in Wang et al. [45] For both
binary and Poisson outcomes, β = [0, 0]T in Scenario 1, β = [0, 0, 0]T in Scenarios 2
and 3, and β = [0, 0, 0, 0]T in Scenario 4.
In this Supplementary Material, we reproduce the figures shown in the chapter,
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as well as producing figures for all other studied methods. Empirical type I error
rates for estimators corresponding to two-sided tests at the 0.05 level, with respect to
H0 : β1 = 0 or H0 : β2 = 0, are shown. To help aid the reader in easily locating results,
Table 3.2 details the Figure numbers for simulation results reported in Supplementary
Material. Specifically, the best performing estimators and all other estimators are
plotted in separate figures. The best performing estimators include the average of
Mancl and DeRouen (MD) [2] and KC (AVG MD KC), KC, Wang and Long (WL)
[46], and Westgate and Burchett (WB) [5]. All other estimators include MD, Morel
et al. (MBN) [49], Gosho et al. (GST) [47], Fan et al. (FZZ) [48], and Fay and
Graubard (FG) [15]. Table 3.2 also presents the corresponding Scenario, the specific
β, outcome type, ρ, true and working correlation structure displayed in the figures
for results corresponding to balanced settings.
Results from settings with an unequal number of responses and settings with
unequal temporal spacing are displayed in Figures 3.68 - 3.91. To aid the reader in
easily locating results, Table 3.3 presents the corresponding Scenario, the specific β,
and type of setting for each figure. In the interest of brevity and time, we only present
results for continuous outcomes settings because overall conclusions were generally
the same as balanced settings. However, we detail two discrepancies in Section 5 that
do not relate to the best performing methods.
3.6.4 Balanced Designs: Performances of Other Standard Error Estimation
Methods and Varying True and Working Covariance Structure
For a true and working exchangeable correlation structure, and all studied ρ values,
results show that FG performs very similarly to KC in most settings. This is consis-
tent with previous findings in literature [8, 44]. While we do note likeness between
KC and FG, KC is more often closer to the target range than FG. FG tends to be
more liberal in such circumstances except in Scenario 4, where FG can be overly
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conservative. We additionally find great similarity between FZZ and MD. We found
MD, FZZ, GST, and MBN to perform conservatively in many settings of N < 30
even with the use of Pan and Wall df [20]. GST performed erratically in Scenario
2, often resulting in overly conservative inference with the time covariate and liberal
inference with respect to the subject-level covariate.
To show that estimators perform similarly with varying correlation parameters,
working correlation structures, and true correlation structures, we present results from
straight forward variations to the scenarios. As we did not find great deviation in the
performance of the estimators with these considerations, we do not present similar
binary and Poisson scenarios in the interest of time. We note that our conclusions
are generally the same as results reported in the chapter, with the best performing
estimators as WB, AVG MD KC, KC, and WL. Most estimators have similar trends,
with the exception of GST, which is sometimes more liberal, particularly when the
number of responses is 10.
3.6.5 Scenarios with Unequal Number of Responses and Unequal Temporal
Spacing Among Subjects
We now summarize the results for the four scenarios with designs in which subjects
contribute an unequal number of responses or there is an unequal temporal spacing
among subjects. The methods of GST, WL, and WB assume a common correlation
structure and therefore cannot be displayed for unequal temporal spacing settings.
Findings are generally the same as in balanced designs for most estimators as dis-
cussed in the chapter and Section 4 of this Supplementary Materials. However, we
note two discrepancies which do not correspond to the best performing estimators.
First, FG is far more conservative for some settings with an unequal number of
responses, such as the testing of both parameter estimates studied in Scenario 4.
Second, GST is more liberal in certain settings with an unequal number of responses,
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such as in Scenario 3.
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Table 3.1: Estimated time and age effects, β̂1 and β̂2, SE estimates, and corresponding test statistics, PW degrees of freedom,
and p-values resulting from analyses of the PREADViSE data.
KC AVG WL WB FG MD GST MBN FZZ
MD KC
Time Effect
β̂1 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41
SE(β̂1) 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.24 0.21 0.21 1.42 0.21
Test Statistic 1.97 1.94 1.92 1.92 1.67 1.92 1.91 0.29 1.92
PW df* 10.6 10.6 475.1 16.9 12.9 10.7 594.1 2.3 ×105 20.7
N − p P-Value 0.0652 0.0686 — — 0.1134 0.0721 0.0731 0.7775 0.0721
PW P-Value* 0.0753 0.0788 0.055 0.0722 0.1191 0.0823 0.0566 0.7740 0.0690
Baseline Age Effect
β̂2 -0.39 -0.39 -0.39 -0.39 -0.39 -0.39 -0.39 -0.39 -0.39
SE(β̂2) 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17 2.52 0.17 0.14 19.53 0.17
Test Statistic -2.46 -2.36 -2.26 -2.26 -0.15 -2.26 -2.72 -0.02 -2.26
PW df* 9.4 9.2 25.2 47.5 5.8 ×105 9.0 23.7 2.9 ×1010 9.2
N − p P-Value 0.0247 0.0308 — — 0.8803 0.0373 0.0147 0.9845 0.0373
PW P-Value* 0.0349 0.0424 0.0328 0.0285 0.8785 0.0503 0.0122 0.9843 0.0496
*Uses Pan and Wall [20] df for all estimators except WL and WB, which use their own df For N − p degrees of freedom, tests
utilize critical values from a t-distribution with 17 df. df, degrees of freedom; PW, Pan and Wall [20] degrees of freedom; MD,
Mancl and DeRouen [2]; KC, Kauermann and Carroll [3]; FG, Fay and Graubard [15]; AVG MD KC, 1/2 MD + 1/2 KC; GST,
Gosho et al. [47]; MBN, Morel et al. [49]; FZZ, Fan et al. [48]; WL, Wang and Long [46]; WB, Westgate and Burchett [5]
E(Scoreij) = β0 + β1Timej + β2Agei, where j= 1,...,4 or 5 and i= 1,...,20.
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Table 3.2: Figure numbers for results from the simulation study for the best performing estimators and other estimators,
scenario, β value, outcome type, ρ, true correlation structure, and working correlation structure. Settings are of balanced data.
Figure Number Scenario β Outcome Type ρ True Correlation Working Correlation
Best Estimators Other Estimators
3.8 3.9 1 β1 continuous 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.10 3.11 2 β1 continuous 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.12 3.13 2 β2 continuous 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.14 3.15 3 β2 continuous 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.16 3.17 4 β2 continuous 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.18 3.19 4 β3 continuous 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.20 3.21 1 β1 binary 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.22 3.23 2 β1 binary 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.24 3.25 2 β2 binary 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.26 3.27 3 β2 binary 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.28 3.29 4 β2 binary 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.30 3.31 4 β3 binary 0.2 exchangeable exchangeable
3.32 3.33 1 β1 Poisson 0.3 exchangeable exchangeable
3.34 3.35 2 β1 Poisson 0.3 exchangeable exchangeable
Figures 3.8, 3.10, 3.12, 3.14, 3.16, 3.18, 3.20, 3.22, 3.24, 3.26, 3.28, 3.30, 3.32, 3.34, 3.36, 3.38, 3.40, and 3.42
are presented in the main chapter but are also presented here so they can be directly compared with the other estimators.
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Table 3.2: Continued.
Figure Number Scenario β Outcome Type ρ True Correlation Working Correlation
Best Estimators Other Estimators
3.36 3.37 2 β2 Poisson 0.3 exchangeable exchangeable
3.38 3.39 3 β2 Poisson 0.3 exchangeable exchangeable
3.40 3.41 4 β2 Poisson 0.3 exchangeable exchangeable
3.42 3.43 4 β3 Poisson 0.3 exchangeable exchangeable
3.44 3.45 1 β1 continuous 0.7 exchangeable exchangeable
3.46 3.47 1 β1 continuous 0.2 exchangeable AR-1
3.48 3.49 1 β1 continuous 0.2 exchangeable independent
3.50 3.51 1 β1 continuous 0.2 AR-1 AR-1
3.52 3.53 1 β1 continuous 0.2 AR-1 exchangeable
3.54 3.55 1 β1 continuous 0.2 AR-1 independent
3.56 3.57 1 β1 continuous 0.7 AR-1 AR-1
3.58 3.59 2 β1 continuous 0.2 AR-1 AR-1
3.60 3.61 2 β2 continuous 0.2 AR-1 AR-1
3.62 3.63 3 β2 continuous 0.2 AR-1 AR-1
3.64 3.65 4 β1 continuous 0.2 AR-1 AR-1
3.66 3.67 4 β2 continuous 0.2 AR-1 AR-1
Figures 3.8, 3.10, 3.12, 3.14, 3.16, 3.18, 3.20, 3.22, 3.24, 3.26, 3.28, 3.30, 3.32, 3.34, 3.36, 3.38, 3.40, and 3.42
are presented in the main chapter but are also presented here so they can be directly compared with the other estimators.
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Table 3.3: Figure numbers for results from the simulation study for settings with an unequal number of responses and unequal
temporal spacing. All results are for a continuous outcome, ρ = 0.2, and an exchangeable working correlation structure and
true correlation structure.
Figure Number Scenario β Setting Type
Best Estimators Other Estimators
3.68 3.69 1 β1 Unequal Number of Responses
3.70 3.71 2 β1 Unequal Number of Responses
3.72 3.73 2 β2 Unequal Number of Responses
3.74 3.75 3 β2 Unequal Number of Responses
3.76 3.77 4 β2 Unequal Number of Responses
3.78 3.79 4 β3 Unequal Number of Responses
3.80 3.81 1 β1 Unequal Temporal Spacing
3.82 3.83 2 β1 Unequal Temporal Spacing
3.84 3.85 2 β2 Unequal Temporal Spacing
3.86 3.87 3 β2 Unequal Temporal Spacing
3.88 3.89 4 β2 Unequal Temporal Spacing
3.90 3.91 4 β3 Unequal Temporal Spacing
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Figure 3.1: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in
Scenario 1 with an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, ρ = 0.2 for binary and continuous outcomes, and ρ =
0.3 for Poisson outcomes.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
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Figure 3.2: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in
Scenario 2 with an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, ρ = 0.2 for binary and continuous outcomes, and ρ =
0.3 for Poisson outcomes.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
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Figure 3.3: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in
Scenario 2 with an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, ρ = 0.2 for binary and continuous outcomes, and ρ =
0.3 for Poisson outcomes.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. Binary: WL or WB: 12% (N=10, k=5); Continuous: KC: -11% (N=10,
k=5); WL or WB: 11% (N=20, k=10); Poisson: KC: -16% (N=10, k=5), -12% (N=10, k=10)
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Figure 3.4: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in
Scenario 3 with an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, ρ = 0.2 for binary and continuous outcomes, and ρ =
0.3 for Poisson outcomes.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. Continuous: KC: -13% (N=10, k=5); Poisson: KC: -14% (N=10, k=5),
-14% (N=10, k=10)
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Figure 3.5: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in
Scenario 4 with an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, ρ = 0.2 for binary and continuous outcomes, and ρ =
0.3 for Poisson outcomes.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
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Figure 3.6: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical mean SE estimators for the testing of β3 in
Scenario 4 with an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, ρ = 0.2 for binary and continuous outcomes, and ρ =
0.3 for Poisson outcomes.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
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Figure 3.7: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of KC SE estimators
using various software in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true
and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2
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Figure 3.8: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
No empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.9: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes,
an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
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Figure 3.10: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with continuous outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = of 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.11: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with continuous outcomes,
an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 12% (N=10, k=5),
15% (N = 10, k=10); MBN: 990% (N=10, k=5), 552% (N=10, k=10), 412% (N=20,
k=5), 202%(N=20, k=10), 227%(N=30, k=5), 117%(N=30, k=10),159%(N=40,
k=5), 71%(N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.12: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with continuous outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. KC: -11% (N=10, k=5); WL
or WB: 11% (N=20, k=10)
Figure 3.13: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with continuous outcomes,
an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MD: 11% (N=10, k=5); FZZ:
11% (N=20, k=10); FG: -16% (N=10, k=5), -14% (N=10, k=10); MBN: 218%(N=10,
k=5), 141%(N=10, k=10), 39%(N=20, k=5), 26%(N=20, k=10)
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Figure 3.14: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with continuous outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. KC: -13% (N=10, k=5)
Figure 3.15: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with continuous outcomes,
an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MBN: -16% (N=10, k=5),
-12% (N=10, k=10)
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Figure 3.16: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with continuous outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.17: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with continuous outcomes,
an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 16% (N=10, k=5), 16%
(N=10, k=10), 13% (N=20, k=5); MBN: 3035% (N=10, k=5), 950% (N=10, k=10),
1448% (N=20, k=5), 486% (N=20, k=10), 905% (N=30, k=5), 273% (N=30, k=10),
628% (N=40, k=5), 170% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.18: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with continuous outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.19: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with continuous outcomes,
an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 18% (N=10, k=5), 23%
(N=10, k=10); FG: 24% (N=10, k=10); MBN: 1245% (N=10, k=5), 378% (N=10,
k=10), 535% (N=20, k=5), 146% (N=20, k=10), 326% (N=30, k=5), 71% (N=30,
k=10), 227% (N=40, k=5), 43% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.20: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
No empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.21: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 97% (N=30, k=10);
MBN: 15% (N=30, k=5), 13% (N=30, k=10)
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Figure 3.22: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.23: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MBN: 12% (N=10, k=5)
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Figure 3.24: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. WL or WB: 12% (N=10,
k=5)
Figure 3.25: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MD: 12% (N=10, k=5); FZZ:
12% (N=10, k=5); FG:-12% (N=10, k=5), -14%(N=10, k=10); MBN -14%(N=10,
k=5), -17%(N=10, k=10)
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Figure 3.26: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.27: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MBN: -12% (N=10, k=10)
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Figure 3.28: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.29: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 19% (N=10,k=5), 20%
(N=10, k=10); MBN: 99% (N=10, k=5), 13% (N=10, k=10), 25% (N=20, k=5)
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Figure 3.30: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.31: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with binary outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 17% (N=10, k=5),
23% (N=10, k=10); FG: 32% (N=10, k=10); MBN: 20% (N=10, k=5)
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Figure 3.32: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.33: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
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Figure 3.34: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.35: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
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Figure 3.36: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. KC: -16% (N=10, k=5), -12%
(N=10, k=10)
Figure 3.37: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. FG: -19% (N=10, k=5), -17%
(N=10, k=10); MBN: -23% (N=10, k=5), -22% (N=10, k=10)
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Figure 3.38: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. KC: -14% (N=10, k=5), -14%
(N=10, k=10)
Figure 3.39: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MBN: -17% (N=10, k=5),
-18% (N=10, k=10), -11% (N=20, k=10)
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Figure 3.40: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
No empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.41: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 16% (N=10, k=5),
18% (N=10, k=10); FG: 61% (N=10, k=5), 17% (N=10, k=10); MBN: 90% (N=10,
k=5), 22% (N=20, k=5)
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Figure 3.42: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.43: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with Poisson outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.3.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 20% (N=10, k=5),
21% (N=10, k=10), 13% (N=20, k=10), 11% (N=30, k=10); FG: 31% (N=10, k=5),
33% (N=10, k=10)
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Figure 3.44: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.7.
No empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.45: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes,
an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.7.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MBN: 11% (N=30, k=5),
11% (N=30, k=10)
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Figure 3.46: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working AR-1 correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. KC: -11% (N=10, k=5)
Figure 3.47: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes,
an exchangeable true and working AR-1 correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. FG: -12% (N=10, k=5);
MBN: -12% (N=10, k=5)
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Figure 3.48: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes, an
exchangeable true and working independent correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. KC: -11% (N=10, k=5)
Figure 3.49: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes,
an exchangeable true and working independent correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. FG: -12% (N=10, k=5);
MBN: -12% (N=10, k=5)
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Figure 3.50: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes, an
AR-1 true and working AR-1 correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.51: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other empirical
mean empirical mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous
outcomes, an AR-1 true and working AR-1 correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: -16% (N=10, k=10),
-23% (N=20, k=10), -12% (N=30, k=5), -24% (N=30, k=10), -14% (N=40, k=5),
-26% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.52: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes, an
AR-1 true and working exchangeable correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.53: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other empirical
mean empirical mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous
outcomes, an AR-1 true and working exchangeable correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: -13% (N=10, k=10),
-19% (N=20, k=10), -23% (N=30, k=10), -23% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.54: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes, an
AR-1 true and working independence correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.55: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other empirical
mean empirical mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous
outcomes, an AR-1 true and working independence correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: -12% (N=10, k=5),
-17% (N=10, k=10), -12% (N=20, k=5), -23% (N=20, k=10), -14% (N=30, k=5),
-27% (N=30, k=10), -13% (N=40, k=5), -27% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.56: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous outcomes, an
AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.7.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.57: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other empirical
mean empirical mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with continuous
outcomes, an AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.7.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: -11% (N=10, k=5),
-17% (N=10, k=10), -11% (N=20, k=5), -25% (N=20, k=10), -15% (N=30, k=5),
-25% (N=30, k=10), -12% (N=40, k=5), -20% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.58: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with continuous outcomes, an
AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to % bias of the SE estimate > |5|.
Figure 3.59: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with continuous outcomes,
an AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 13% (N=10, k=10);
MBN: 1104% (N=10, k=5), 656% (N=10, k=10), 516% (N=20, k=5), 260% (N=20,
k=10), 302% (N=30, k=5), 162% (N=30, k=10), 215% (N=40, k=5), 110% (N=40,
k=10)
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Figure 3.60: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with continuous outcomes, an
AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. WL or WB: 16% (N=10,
k=5), 16% (N=10, k=10), 13% (N=20, k=5)
Figure 3.61: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with continuous outcomes,
an AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MD: 16% (N=10, k=5), 16%
(N=10, k=10), 13% (N=20, k=5); FZZ: 16% (N=10, k=5), 16% (N=10, k=10), 13%
(N=20, k=5); MBN: 211% (N=10, k=5), 103% (N=10, k=10), 40% (N=20, k=5)
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Figure 3.62: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with continuous outcomes, an
AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.63: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with continuous outcomes,
an AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
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Figure 3.64: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with continuous outcomes, an
AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.65: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with continuous outcomes,
an AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 15% (N=10, k=5),
16% (N=10, k=10), 12% (N=20, k=10); MBN: 3276% (N=10, k=5), 1179% (N=10,
k=10), 1626% (N=20, k=5), 629% (N=20, k=10), 1060% (N=30, k=5), 353% (N=30,
k=10), 785% (N=40, k=5), 235% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.66: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with continuous outcomes, an
AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.67: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with continuous outcomes,
an AR-1 true and working correlation structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 19% (N=10, k=5), 22%
(N=10, k=10); FG: 26% (N=10, k=10); MBN: 1333% (N=10, k=5), 421% (N=10,
k=10), 579% (N=20, k=5), 169% (N=20, k=10), 370% (N=30, k=5), 95% (N=30,
k=10), 242% (N=40, k=5), 56% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.68: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = of 0.2.
No empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.69: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
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Figure 3.70: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = of 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.71: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MBN: 3773% (N=10, k=5),
1178% (N=10, k=10), 1541% (N=20, k=5), 791% (N=20, k=10), 917% (N=30, k=5),
401% (N=30, k=10), 786% (N=40, k=5), 237% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.72: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. KC: -12% (N=10, k=10);
WL or WB: 14% (N=10, k=5)
Figure 3.73: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: -11% (N=40, k=5);
MD: 14% (N=10, k=5); FZZ: 14% (N=10, k=5); FG: -12% (N=10, k=5), -17%
(N=10, k=10); MBN: 550% (N=10, k=5), 182% (N=10, k=10), 100% (N=20, k=5),
44% (N=20, k=10), 39% (N=30, k=5), 15% (N=30, k=10), 17% (N=40, k=5), 14%
(N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.74: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.75: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: -12% (N=10, k=10),
-12% (N=20, k=10), -14% (N=30, k=5), -15% (N=30, k=10), -12% (N=40, k=5),
-14% (N=40, k=10); MBN: -14% (N=10, k=10)
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Figure 3.76: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. KC: -12% (N=10, k=5)
Figure 3.77: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 13% (N=10, k=10);
FG: 608% (N=10, k=5), 125% (N=10, k=10), 24% (N=20, k=5), 29% (N=30, k=5);
MBN: 32777% (N=10, k=5), 9398% (N=10, k=10), 10654% (N=20, k=5), 2224%
(N=20, k=10), 14017% (N=30, k=5), 3126% (N=30, k=10), 4981%(N=40, k=5),
1354% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.78: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. KC: -16% (N=10, k=5)
Figure 3.79: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with an unequal number
of responses, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation
structure, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 20% (N=10, k=10); FG:
90% (N=10, k=5), 82% (N=10, k=10), 15% (N=20, k=10); MBN: 5459% (N=10,
k=5), 1174% (N=10, k=10), 1417% (N=20, k=5), 288% (N=20, k=10), 1375%
(N=30, k=5), 233% (N=30, k=10), 489%(N=40, k=5), 97% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.80: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with unequal temporal spacing,
continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ
= 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.81: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 1 with unequal temporal
spacing, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation struc-
ture, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
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Figure 3.82: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with unequal temporal spacing,
continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ
= 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.83: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β1 in Scenario 2 with unequal temporal
spacing, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation struc-
ture, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MBN: 849% (N=10, k=5),
508% (N=10, k=10), 369% (N=20, k=5), 203% (N=20, k=10), 218% (N=30, k=5),
101% (N=30, k=10), 144% (N=40, k=5), 66% (N=40, k=10)
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Figure 3.84: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with unequal temporal spacing,
continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ
= 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. WL or WB: 12% (N=10,
k=5), 15% (N=10, k=10)
Figure 3.85: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 2 with unequal temporal
spacing, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation struc-
ture, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MD: 12% (N=10, k=5), 15%
(N=10, k=10); FZZ: 12% (N=10, k=5), 15% (N=10, k=10); FG: -13% (N=10, k=5);
MBN: 214% (N=10, k=5), 143% (N=10, k=10), 39% (N=20, k=5), 15% (N=20,
k=10)
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Figure 3.86: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with unequal temporal spacing,
continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ
= 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. KC: -15% (N=10, k=10)
Figure 3.87: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 3 with unequal temporal
spacing, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation struc-
ture, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. MBN: -14% (N=10, k=5),
-19% (N=10, k=5)
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Figure 3.88: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with unequal temporal spacing,
continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ
= of 0.2.
No empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.89: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β2 in Scenario 4 with unequal temporal
spacing, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation struc-
ture, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 20% (N=10, k=5),
19% (N=10, k=10); FG: 55% (N=10, k=5), 19% (N=10, k=10), 16% (N=20, k=5);
MBN: 3165% (N=10, k=5), 969% (N=10, k=10), 1566% (N=20, k=5), 453% (N=20,
k=10), 967% (N=30, k=5), 270% (N=30, k=10), 705% (N=40, k=5), 182% (N=40,
k=10)
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Figure 3.90: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical
mean SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with unequal temporal spacing,
continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation structure, and ρ
= 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%.
Figure 3.91: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of all other bias-
corrected SE estimators for the testing of β3 in Scenario 4 with unequal temporal
spacing, continuous outcomes, an exchangeable true and working correlation struc-
ture, and ρ = 0.2.
* corresponds to an empirical SE bias greater than 5%. GST: 16% (N=10, k=5), 24%
(N=10, k=10); FG: 15% (N=10, k=10); MBN: 1219% (N=10, k=5), 402% (N=10,
k=10), 571% (N=20, k=5), 161% (N=20, k=10), 320% (N=30, k=5), 81% (N=30,
k=10), 236% (N=40, k=5), 51% (N=40, k=10)
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Chapter 4 A Comparison of the Validities of Inference with Respect to
Analysis Methods for Small-Sample Stepped Wedge Cluster Randomized
Trials with Binary Outcomes
4.1 Introduction
Cluster randomized trials (CRTs) are studies in which groups of individuals, com-
monly referred to as clusters, are randomized to different treatment arms [11, 14]. A
parallel design is the most common CRT design, in which clusters typically receive
either an intervention or serve as a control for the entire course of the study. How-
ever, an increasingly popular modification to the CRT design is the stepped wedge
trial (SWT) in which all clusters begin in a control setting, switch to intervention at
varying time intervals, and end with the intervention. SWTs can be logistically easier
to implement and more statistically efficient in comparison to parallel CRTs [7].
As an example, our motivation for this chapter is a proposed cross-sectional SWT
with a small number of clusters, varying cluster sizes, and a large number of time
intervals. Specifically, the goal of this SWT is to evaluate the effect of an intervention
on a neurological disorder at 10 clinics constrained over 4 years, with an average of
20 observations per half-year time interval, totaling 8 half-year time intervals for each
cluster. Thus, one or two clusters will switch at each time interval during the study.
Many of the clinics anticipate a small number of participants, while a few of the
clinics are larger, with expected cluster sizes varying from approximately 10 to 150
participants.
There are potential components of a SWT design that can impact statistical
efficiency and inference, the latter of which is the focus of this chapter. Specifically,
the number of clusters, the number of time intervals, and variations in cluster sizes
are all potentially influential. It is well-known that the number of clusters in both
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parallel designs and SWTs can often be small, which can greatly influence the need for
small-sample methods to attain valid inference; e.g., see [8, 19, 44, 56]. For instance,
in a recent literature review, Barker et al. [57] found the median number of clusters in
a SWT to be 12. Additionally, most previous literature on the analysis of SWTs has
focused on an equal cluster size among clusters and a small number of time intervals.
However, this may not always be practical in real-world settings. Therefore, there is
a great need to assess the inferential validity of methods available to analyze data
arising from SWTs in a variety of practical settings to assess the potential influences
of the number of clusters, the number of time intervals, and cluster size variation.
A major consideration when analyzing data arising from SWTs, in addition to
their design, is the statistical correlation among outcomes from within the same
cluster. A constant exchangeable correlation is typically assumed and is reflected
by a constant intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). Methods such as generalized
linear mixed models (GLMMs) [6], cluster-level summary (CLS) linear mixed models
[6], and generalized estimating equations (GEE) [1] have been proposed. Although
the common approach for analyzing such data is to assume a common ICC within
clusters, the true correlation structure is potentially very complicated in reality due
to the use of multiple time intervals.
The most commonly used model is the GLMM given in Hussey and Hughes [6]
that includes a random intercept for each cluster and fixed effects for intervention and
saturated time. The model is popular in part because it makes simple and convenient
assumptions about the correlation structure of data arising from SWTs. However,
this model can result in biased inference when a random intercept is inappropriate or
the parametric distributional assumption for this random effect is violated [7, 8, 9, 10].
Including additional random effects to more adequately reflect the true correlation
structure [9, 10, 58] is often unfeasible in small-sample settings, and even where
possible, the resulting model still has the potential to incorrectly specify the modeling
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distribution which can also result in biased standard error (SE) estimation and thus
invalid inference. Therefore, the application of GLMMs for analyses of SWTs presents
a challenge to maintaining the validity of inference.
CLS models are an alternative modeling approach for the analyses of SWTs. In
such a model, the observed cluster level proportions for event are treated as the
outcomes in a linear mixed model containing random and fixed effects as stated
for the GLMM. In limited SWT study settings, the CLS model has been shown to
maintain nominal type I error rates when cluster sizes are equal, there is a constant
ICC structure, and the ICCs are small [6, 56].
GEE is a robust alternative to a GLMM because it does not require a correctly
specified working correlation structure. Specifically, the empirical sandwich covari-
ance matrix estimator is robust to misspecification of the working correlation struc-
ture and is well known to be a consistent estimator. However, it is negatively biased
when the number of clusters is too small [2], as is the case with many SWTs. For-
tunately, small-sample bias corrections for the empirical sandwich covariance matrix
estimator exist and, in conjunction with appropriate degrees of freedom (df) adjust-
ments, have been shown to improve the validity of inference in parallel CRT settings
[19, 44]. In the context of SWTs, Scott et al. [8] found that the Fay and Graubard
[15] bias correction with its corresponding df adjustment can potentially offer nominal
coverage for as small as 10 clusters. However, this manuscript did not examine bias
of the SE estimates and assumed a study design that is not applicable to the general
landscape of SWTs which includes control observations for all clusters. Therefore,
small-sample corrections and df adjustments have yet to be adequately considered in
the SWT literature.
Besides the need to determine a combination of bias correction and df approxi-
mation to be used with GEE such that the validity of inference will be maintained,
there is further need for an in-depth study contrasting the performances of such com-
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binations with GEE versus GLMMs and CLS models. This chapter aims to address
the previous literature’s limitations. Through an extensive simulation study, we of-
fer guidance on the appropriate bias corrections and df approximations when using
GEE, and contrast their performances with respect to biases and type I error rates
corresponding to the CLS model and the widely-used standard GLMM.
The layout of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2, we introduce the notation
and details of analysis methods commonly found in the literature for SWTs. Section
4.3 details the scenarios, settings, and data generation methods utilized for our sim-
ulation study and discusses the results for the described fitted models. We present
our final remarks in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we conclude with Supplementary
Materials.
4.2 Existing and Proposed Analysis Methods for SWTs
4.2.1 GLMMs
It has been recommended in literature [6, 56], and is most commonly used in practice,
to treat each binary response as the outcome in a GLMM with a random intercept
for cluster and fixed effects for intervention and saturated time. Denote the binary
outcome as Yijk, with j being the jth of mk total subjects at the kth, k = 1, . . . , T ,
time interval. Let the random intercept for cluster i, i = 1, . . . , N , be represented by
αi. Thus, the standard GLMM model for a SWT with T total time intervals is given
by logit
(
P (Yijk = 1|αi)
)
= β0 + αi + β1(Interventionik) +
T∑
k=2
βkI(Time = k) which
corresponds to a constant ICC structure.
Many manuscripts discourage the use of this model as it does not adequately
reflect the true correlation structure of data arising from SWTs and can lead to
invalid inference [7, 8, 9, 10]. Suggested, but uncommonly applied, modifications
to this model include treating time as continuous [56] and incorporating additional
random effects for interventions, time, and/or interactions [9, 58]. However, treating
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time as continuous is a restrictive assumption and the addition of random effects
results in complicated models that may not be supported with the small sample sizes
encountered in real-world settings [56, 57]. Furthermore, these additional random
effects would still need to meet required distributional assumptions on latent variables
and can lead to difficulty with interpretation. For these considerations, and to fairly
compare with GEE using a working common exchangeable correlation structure, we
only consider the standard, random intercept GLMM model in this chapter.
There are two estimation approaches for GLMMs commonly used and easily avail-
able, for instance, with the SAS [17] Glimmix procedure. First, the maximum log
likelihood can be approximated with an adaptive Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule with
a specified number of quadrature points, such as the four quadrature points used in
Barker et al.[56] Second, residual psuedolikelihood can be used to approximate the
maximum log likelihood, such as the application of the linearization F test in Li et
al. [59] in a general CRT setting.
4.2.2 Cluster-Level Summary Models
The cluster-level summary (CLS) model is a linear mixed model introduced in Hussey
and Hughes [6] and further studied in Barker et al. [56] For a SWT evaluating binary
outcomes, cluster i’s, i = 1, . . . , N , probability of event at each time interval, pik,
conditional on the random effect, αi, is modeled using the observed proportions, p̂ik,
i = 1, . . . , N ; k = 1, . . . , T , for each cluster at each time interval as the outcomes. The




k) + eik, with eik representing the error term and all other variables as previously






We define the marginal model for a binary outcome in SWTs by logit
(
P (Yik = 1)
)
=
β0 + β1(Interventionik) +
T∑
k=2
βkI(Time = k). General details on GEE are given in
Supplementary Materials. A bias correction to the empirical sandwich estimator is
strongly suggested for valid SE estimation. Three popular bias-corrections have been
developed by Mancl and DeRouen [2] (denoted MD), Kauermann and Carroll [3]
(denoted KC), and Fay and Graubard [15] (denoted FG). However, depending on the
df used, MD can lead to conservative inference as it can overestimate the SE, while
KC and FG can lead to liberal inference due to underestimation of the SE [19, 44].
We also consider the average of Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll
[3] (denoted AVG MD KC) which has been observed to outperform existing methods
in terms of bias and achieving nominal test size in parallel CRT and longitudinal
study settings [44, 60].
Adjustments to df can help account for the variability of covariance estimators in
these small-sample settings. We consider the use of two df approximations with a t-
distribution in this chapter. First, we explore the use of N−2 df, in which the number
of cluster-level regression parameters are subtracted from the number of clusters,
which has been shown to work well in parallel CRT settings [19, 44]. Second, Pan
and Wall [20] proposed a Satterthwaite-type df by estimating the empirical sandwich
covariance matrix estimator’s variability. The formula presented in Pan and Wall
[20] is specifically for the empirical sandwich covariance matrix, but straightforward
modifications can be applied for the bias corrections we give focus to. We refer the




We now describe our extensive simulation study which aims to find appropriate bias
corrections, in conjunction with df approximations, that will offer lowly biased SE
estimation and valid inference when using GEE. Specifically, we evaluate the following
empirical bias corrections: Mancl and DeRouen [2] (GEE MD), Kauermann and
Carroll [3] (GEE KC), Fay and Graubard [15] (GEE FG), and the average of Mancl
and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] (GEE AVG MD KC). In conjunction
with these SE estimators, we utilize N − 2 or Pan and Wall (PW) [20] df. We also
evaluated the performance of N − p df, where p includes all time indicators in the
count of covariates, but found this method to result in overly conservative inference
and therefore results are not shown. All GEE models assume a working common
exchangeable correlation structure.
We compare the GEE approaches, with emphasis on the most valid one(s), to
GLMMs and CLS models containing only random intercepts. With respect to GLMMs,
we study the use of an adaptive Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule with four quadrature
points [56] (GLMM LQ4) and a linearization based estimation technique (GLMM
LF). The containment df approximation, the default df approximation in SAS [17], is
used in conjunction with SE estimates resulting from these GLMM-based analyses.
Empirical SE percent biases are made with respect to the estimated intervention
effect, β̂1, as well as empirical type I error rates corresponding to the test statistic
given by β̂1/ŜE(β̂1). The empirical SE percent bias is given as (1/1000)
∑1000
i=1 (ŜEi−
ESD)/ESD × 100, where ESD denotes the empirical standard deviation of the β̂1
values resulting from the 1000 simulations in a given setting, and ŜEi is the estimated
SE, ŜE(β̂1), from the given analysis method for the ith simulation. The target range
for empirical type I error rates ranges from 0.036 to 0.064, which accounts for the
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simulation error associated with 1000 simulations around the nominal 0.05 level.
Comparisons are made for two types of study designs. We note for both study
design types, the influences of cluster size variation and the number of time intervals
were examined but as results were similar, results displayed in this chapter are limited
for brevity. The first design (Figure 4.1) includes settings for a traditional, general
SWT design with modifications to the number of clusters (N = 3, 6, 12, 24) and
cluster sizes (m = 10, 25). This design specifically allows us to compare methods
in commonly studied settings, such as employed in Barker et al. [56]. The second
design (Figure 4.2) depicts our motivating example with 10 clusters, while varying the
number of time intervals (T = 4, 8, 12) with equal (m = 10, 25) and unequal cluster
sizes. The latter are drawn for each cluster from Negbin(m, 0.5) and bounded by 5
and 50, and the resulting value is the cluster size for all time intervals within that
cluster. Results were similar for 8 and 12 time intervals, and therefore we omit settings
with 12 time interval for simplicity. Results where time is treated as continuous are
included to replicate the recent work of Barker et al. [56], although treating time as a
continuous covariate is not commonly done in practice nor recommended in all cases
[10, 56] as it can be a restrictive assumption.
For both study designs, we consider two data generation scenarios. First, a com-
mon ICC structure is assumed for Scenario 1. Simulations were performed where
distributional assumptions were met for the GLMM (i.e., data were indeed simulated
from a GLMM with a random intercept) and not met (i.e., data were simulated from
a beta-binomial distribution). Findings were similar for all studied methods, even the
two GLMM-based approaches, for both data generation distributions and therefore,
for simplicity, results are only presented for the latter data generation approach (see
details below). Although assuming a common ICC structure is how most simulation
studies are structured and is also an assumption typically made for fitting models
in practice, this assumption is unlikely to be met in real-world settings. Therefore,
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data are generated (details in two paragraphs below) in Scenario 2 such that ob-
servations from the same cluster, but at different time intervals, do not have the
same degree of correlation as observations from the same cluster and time interval.
Data are generated with no intervention and no time effect (i.e., β = 0, implying a
marginal probability of 0.5) in both scenarios so that marginal and GLMM parame-
ters are equivalent and fair comparisons on type I error rates can be made between
the methods.
Subject-level binary outcomes are generated from a beta-binomial distribution for
Scenario 1. First, we draw the true probability of an outcome for the ith cluster, pi,
from a Beta distribution. The Beta parameters, a and b, are determined by fixed
values for the marginal probability and the ICC. The ICC is 0.1 for all simulations
reported in this chapter; Additional simulations with an ICC of 0.01 yielded similar
overall conclusions and are therefore not shown here. Outcomes, Yik, are then ran-
domly generated for each time interval from Binomial(ni, pi), where ni represents the
cluster size for the ith cluster at each time interval. As β = 0 for all settings studied,
post-baseline and baseline proportions are simulated in an identical manner.
For Scenario 2, data are generated from GLMMs with random effects for cluster
and time, motivated by the Hooper-Girling model [10, 61, 62]. The random effects
are generated from a multivariate normal distribution with a mean vector of 0 and
a covariance matrix containing diagonals of 0.25 and off-diagonals of 0.05. Data are
simulated such that observations from the same cluster at the same time interval in
each cluster are equally correlated and observations at different time intervals in the
same cluster are correlated differently.
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4.3.2 Results
4.3.2.1 Empirical SE Bias
Empirical SE biases are presented in Table 4.1 for the general SWT design and Tables
4.2 and 4.3 for our motivating SWT design with equal and unequal cluster sizes,
respectively. We find the use of GLMM LQ4 and GLMM LF to have strong negative
bias in Scenario 2 where the application of a random intercept only is inappropriate.
The two GLMM methods perform similarly, with the exception that GLMM LF
sometimes has issues with non-convergence and results in greater bias when N =
3. GEE AVG MD KC results in the least biased SE estimates across most settings,
and all observed magnitudes of biases are < 10% when N > 3. CLS also results in
lowly biased SE estimation with the magnitude of bias only slightly exceeding 10%
in some settings. GEE MD, GEE KC, and GEE FG can be biased in the presence
of notably unequal cluster sizes. This finding is consistent with previous simulation
studies conducted for parallel CRTs [19, 44], where extensive degrees of cluster size
variation were examined.
4.3.2.2 Type I Error: GLMMs
Type I error rates for the GLMM methods can be found in Table 4.4 for the general
SWT design and Tables 4.5 and 4.6 for our motivating SWT design with equal and
unequal cluster sizes, respectively. GLMM LQ4 and GLMM LF are lowly biased for
Scenario 1, even though the distributional assumption was incorrect, and we observe
corresponding empirical type I error rates which are in nominal range. However,
GLMM LQ4 and GLMM LF are liberal for all settings where use of only a random
intercept is inappropriate, i.e., the working correlation structure is misspecified (Sce-
nario 2). Furthermore, both methods are even more liberal with larger or unequal
cluster size.
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4.3.2.3 Type I Error: CLS Model
Type I error rates for CLS are also presented in Tables 4.4-4.6. CLS generally per-
forms within, or close to, nominal range for most settings, corresponding with its
smaller bias reflected in Tables 4.1-4.3. However, we note that CLS can be liberal
with small N or unequal cluster sizes in Scenario 2, where assuming a common ICC
is inappropriate. We do not find great difference for CLS with variations in ICC
(not shown) which was of interest because Barker et al. [56] found CLS to perform
conservatively with larger ICC. This is likely due to their inclusion of a time effect,
which can have unintended influence on the ICC.
4.3.2.4 Type I Error: GEE SE estimates with N − 2 df
Type I error rates for GEE with the four bias correction methods when using N − 2
df are additionally displayed in Tables 4.4-4.6. For all estimators, inference is often
conservative when there are very few clusters (N ≤ 6; Table 4.4). For equal cluster size
settings where N > 6 (Tables 4.4 and 4.5), results are, in general, slightly conservative
or in nominal range for all methods. Most notably, GEE KC leads to type I error
rates in nominal range the most often and the least biased correction, GEE AVG MD
KC, results in nominal or slightly conservative inference in these equal cluster size
settings. For unequal cluster size settings (Table 4.6), we find GEE FG to be liberal
and the other three methods to lead to type I error rates in nominal range in many
settings. We note GEE MD may also be preferable if the common ICC assumption
is believed to be violated in unequal cluster size settings.
4.3.2.5 Type I Error: GEE SE estimates with PW df
Type I error rates for GEE with the four bias correction methods when using PW
dfs are displayed in Tables 4.4-4.6. The application of PW df with all of the bias
correction methods usually leads to similar or slightly larger type I error rates in
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comparison to the use of N−2 df. Thus, PW df typically leads to nominal or liberal
inference across our simulation settings when used with our studied bias correction
methods. In settings with unequal cluster sizes or for very small N (N ≤ 6), the use
of MD in conjunction with PW df may be preferable for type I error rates within
nominal range.
4.3.2.6 Summary
In summary, the number of time intervals and how time is treated in the model
slightly influence biases and type I error rates. For example, the use of N − 2 df is,
in general, slightly more conservative with 8 time intervals in comparison to 4 time
intervals, but generally these df work well with large enough N , e.g., N > 6. Overall,
findings are generally similar between continuous and saturated time models.
We find SE estimates from GLMMs can be negatively biased and lead to liberal
inference when the assumption of a common ICC structure is inappropriate. We
observe CLS models to be a more robust alternative to GLMMs for equal cluster size
settings, where its use is less biased and yields type I error rates closer to nominal
levels. GEE AVG MD KC tends to result in the least biased SE estimation for all
studied methods. Although we did not observe any GEE method combination to
always result in nominal type I error rates, a SE estimation and df approximation
that can offer valid inference in all settings is identified. For the most lowly biased
SE estimation as well as type I error rates close to nominal levels with large enough
N (e.g., N > 6), we recommend the use of GEE AVG MD KC with N - 2 df as the
safest choice for inference. However, the selection of GEE KC with N − 2 df in equal
cluster size settings can also offer valid inference and may be an appropriate choice
if there are additional considerations for analysis, e.g., maximizing power. Similarly,
we find GEE MD with PW df a suitable alternative in unequal cluster size settings
if there is suspicion that the common ICC assumption is violated. For N ≤ 6, while
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GEE MD with PW df can offer close to nominal type I error rates, utilizing a model
with such few clusters is not necessarily recommended.
4.4 Concluding Remarks
SWTs are typically analyzed with GLMMs, but such models require strong assump-
tions on latent variables that are unlikely to be true in practice, and the resulting bias
is ignored in most literature to date. Additionally, most previous assessments of GEE
for SWTs, when conducted, are in the absence of the application of appropriate bias
corrections or df adjustments. There are also many study design aspects of SWTs
that can impact the validity of statistical inference that are often not addressed, in-
cluding the number of time intervals and variations in cluster size. In this chapter, we
expanded upon the existing literature and offer guidance on the use of GLMMs, CLS
models, and GEE with appropriate bias corrections and df adjustments, for various
SWT settings with binary outcomes.
Results from our simulation studies show that the most commonly used GLMM,
using only a random intercept, can lead to biased SE estimation and inflated type
I error rates. Alternatively, marginal modeling approaches, when using appropriate
bias corrections and adjustments to df, are preferable. In equal cluster sizes settings,
using GEE with either Kauermann and Carroll [3] or the average of Mancl and
DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] in conjunction with N − 2 df generally
results in close to nominal type I error rates. If marginal parameters are desired and
cluster specific inference via a linear mixed model is necessary, we also find the CLS
model to be lowly biased and achieve nominal type I error rates for equal cluster
sizes. In unequal cluster size settings, we recommend GEE with Mancl and DeRouen
[2] and Pan and Wall [20] df if a common ICC structure is unlikely or the average of
Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] with N − 2 df.
We note that our results conflict with the findings of Scott et al. [8] who found
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the use of the Fay and Graubard [15] bias correction preferable to other estimators.
However, our findings indicate Fay and Graubard [15] can be negatively biased, lead
to liberal inference with unequal cluster sizes, and can sometimes be unstable. To our
knowledge, this discrepancy can be attributed to three factors. First, our simulation
study incorporated cluster size variation. Second, the specific study design used
within in Scott et al. [8] is not representative of most SWTs, as not all clusters
contributed observations for the control period. Third, we study the use of a newer
bias correction, the average of Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll
[3], and additional df computations which have been shown to perform well in general
parallel CRTs and longitudinal studies [19, 44, 60].
There are topics that can be considered for future study. First, once the validity
of inference is established, power is a consideration for choosing a desired analysis
method. For instance, the CLS model has been found to be less powerful than using
GEE or GLMMs [6]. Additionally, Kauermann and Carroll [3] corrected SE estimates
are smaller and therefore may be preferable over the use of the average of the Mancl
and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] estimates in terms of attaining
higher power. Second, the performances of these methods for continuous and Poisson
outcomes can be explored, although binary outcomes are more common for SWTs
[56]. Third, the methods explored in this chapter can also be compared with non-
parametric approaches that have been shown to work favorably [9, 63, 64]. However,
most methods recommended in this manuscript offer the attractive advantage of easy
implementation in validated software (e.g., with the SAS [17] Glimmix procedure).
Fourth, future study can also determine if flexibly modeling the working correlation
structure improves power for analyses corresponding to SWTs, analogous to previous




In this Supplementary Materials, we expand on the general principles of generalized
estimating equation (GEE) [1] in Section 4.5.2. In Section 4.5.3, we detail the models
fit within the simulation study described in the main portion of the chapter.
4.5.2 General Details on GEE
To illustrate the general principles of GEE, we denote the marginal mean as µi =
E(Y i) for cluster i, i = 1, . . . , N . Let X i represent a vector composed of time and
intervention covariate values for cluster i. Furthermore, define the working covariance




i , where Ai = diag[φν(µi1), . . . , φν(µiN)] is
a N × N matrix of working marginal variances, ν is a known function, φ is a com-
mon dispersion parameter, ρ is the correlation parameter(s), and Ri is the working
correlation matrix. The outcomes are marginally modeled by a generalized linear
function given as f(µi) = X iβ, where f is the chosen link function and the marginal
parameters are denoted by β = [β0, β1, . . . , βp−1]
T . The parameter estimates, β̂, are





i (Y i − µi) = 0, where Di = ∂µi/∂βT .
The model-based SE estimator gives consistent estimation of the covariance ma-
trix of β̂ with a correctly specified correlation structure. This assumption is often
not possible in practice and the empirical sandwich covariance estimator can provide
a consistent estimate in most cases, even if the working correlation structure is in-
correctly specified. The equation for the empirical sandwich covariance estimator of























Ĉov(Y i) = rir
T
i , i = 1, . . . , N , where ri = Y i − µ̂i is the residual vector for the ith
cluster.
Substituting Ĉov(Y i) with rir
T
i , where i = 1, . . . , N , can result in biased es-
timation because the residuals tend to be too small on average with small N [2].
Therefore, to use the previously discussed bias corrections, the following matrices
replace Ĉov(Y i) in the equation given for the empirical sandwich estimator:
ĈovMD(Y i) = (I −H i)−1rirTi (I −HTi )−1,
ĈovKC(Y i) = (I −H i)−1/2rirTi (I −HTi )−1/2 , and







4.5.3 Fitted Models for Simulation Study
The marginal models for 4 and 8 time interval settings with saturated time are re-
spectively given by logit
(







The GLMMs for 4 and 8 time interval settings with saturated time are respectively
given by logit
(
P (Yijk = 1|αi)
)






P (Yijk = 1|αi)
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The CLS models for 4 and 8 time interval settings with saturated time are respec-
tively given by pik|αi = β0 + αi + β1(Interventionik) +
4∑
k=2
βkI(Time = k) + eik and
pik|αi = β0 + αi + β1(Interventionik) +
8∑
k=2
βkI(Time = k) + eik.
For models with continuous time,
4∑
k=2
βkI(Time = k) and
8∑
k=2
βkI(Time = k) are
replaced with Timek.
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Table 4.1: Percent biases* between empirical means of SE estimates and empirical standard deviations of β̂1 resulting from the
application of the described analysis methods for general SWT study design settings.
Number of Cluster Time Time GEE GLMM
Clusters Size Intervals Type KC MD AVG FG LQ4 LF CLS
Scenario 1
3 10 4 saturated -36 23 -7 17** -12 138 -17
3 25 4 saturated -19 56 18 25 -7 -7 -11
6 10 4 saturated -10 13 1 1 -5 -5 -8
6 25 4 saturated -7 17 5 7 0 0 -2
12 10 4 saturated -7 3 -2 -2 -3 -2 -3
12 25 4 saturated -6 5 0 1 -5 -5 -6
24 10 4 saturated -1 4 2 2 3 3 2
24 25 4 saturated 0 5 2 3 -2 -1 -3
Scenario 2
3 10 4 saturated -35 25 -5 18** 198 -25 -17
3 25 4 saturated -19 55 18 23 -34 -34 -19
6 10 4 saturated -6 18 6 5 -20 -20 -12
6 25 4 saturated -3 21 9 9 -29 -29 -9
12 10 4 saturated -1 10 5 4 -15 -14 -7
12 25 4 saturated -3 7 2 2 -29 -29 -8
24 10 4 saturated 2 7 5 5 -13 -12 -2
24 25 4 saturated 2 7 5 5 -26 -27 -4
Abbreviations: AVG = Average of Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3]; CLS = cluster-level summary;
FG = Fay and Graubard [15]; GEE = generalized estimating equations [1]; GLMM = generalized linear mixed models; KC
= Kauermann and Carroll [3]; LF = linearization based test; LQ4 = Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule with four quadrature
points; MD = Mancl and DeRouen [2]; N = number of clusters; PW = Pan and Wall [20]. GEE models use an exchangeable
working correlation structure. GLMMs and CLS models include a random intercept and fixed effects for intervention and time.
Convergence for LF ranges from 91-99%. Convergence for GEE, LQ4, and CLS models are 100%.






× 100, where ESD is the empirical standard deviation of β̂1.
**Percent biases after removal of highly influential outliers. Scenario 1: β̂1 = -23 and ŜE = 1 ×108; Scenario 2: β̂1 = 23 and
ŜE = 3 ×107
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Table 4.2: Percent biases* between empirical means of SE estimates and empirical standard deviations of β̂1 resulting from the
application of the described analysis methods for our motivating example SWT study design settings with 10 clusters and equal
cluster sizes.
Cluster Time Time GEE GLMM
Size Intervals Type KC MD AVG FG LQ4 LF CLS
Scenario 1
10 4 saturated -8 3 -2 -8 -4 -4 -6
10 4 continuous -7 -1 -4 -5 -4 -3 -6
25 4 saturated -4 9 3 -3 -1 -1 -2
25 4 continuous -1 5 2 -1 -1 -1 -2
10 8 saturated -6 6 0 -8 -2 -2 -3
10 8 continuous -5 1 -2 -5 -1 -1 -2
25 8 saturated 2 14 8 -1 5 5 4
25 8 continuous 1 7 4 1 5 5 4
Scenario 2
10 4 saturated 2 15 8 7 -15 -15 -6
10 4 continuous 1 12 6 33 -15 -15 -6
25 4 saturated 1 13 7 1 -27 -27 -5
25 4 continuous -2 4 1 -1 -27 -26 -6
10 8 saturated -5 8 1 -2 -17 -17 -6
10 8 continuous -6 6 0 8 -17 -17 -7
25 8 saturated -3 10 4 0 -29 -29 -3
25 8 continuous -3 9 3 11 -29 -29 -5
Abbreviations: AVG = Average of Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3]; CLS = cluster-level summary;
FG = Fay and Graubard [15]; GEE = generalized estimating equations [1]; GLMM = generalized linear mixed models; KC =
Kauermann and Carroll [3]; LF = linearization based test; LQ4 = Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule with four quadrature points;
MD = Mancl and DeRouen [2]; N = number of clusters; PW = Pan and Wall [20]. GEE models use an exchangeable working
correlation structure. GLMM models include a random intercept and fixed effects for intervention and time. Convergence for
LF ranges from 97-99%. Convergence for GEE, LQ4, and CLS models are 100%.






× 100, where ESD is the empirical standard deviation of β̂1.
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Table 4.3: Percent biases* between empirical means of SE estimates and empirical standard deviations of β̂1 resulting from
the application of the described analysis methods for our motivating example SWT study design settings with 10 clusters and
cluster sizes pulled from Negbin(m,0.5).
Mean Time Time GEE GLMM
Cluster Size Intervals Type KC MD AVG FG LQ4 LF CLS
Scenario 1
10 4 saturated -9 11 2 -3 -4 -4 -3
10 4 continuous -10 9 0 -5 -4 -1 -3
25 4 saturated -9 14 4 -2 -3 -4 -4
25 4 continuous -12 9 -1 -6 -2 -4 -3
10 8 saturated -5 13 5 0 -4 -4 -1
10 8 continuous -9 3 -3 -6 -4 -5 -2
25 8 saturated -5 5 0 -3 0 1 2
25 8 continuous -12 2 -5 -8 0 0 2
Scenario 2
10 4 saturated -9 11 2 -7 -22 -22 -2
10 4 continuous -13 -2 -8 -9 -24 -25 -3
25 4 saturated -15 9 -2 -11 -39 -40 -10
25 4 continuous -16 -3 -9 -15 -42 -43 -10
10 8 saturated -10 9 0 -13 -23 -23 -5
10 8 continuous -11 1 -5 -10 -27 -27 -6
25 8 saturated -14 10 -1 -17 -40 -40 -6
25 8 continuous -14 -1 -8 -14 -41 -41 -6
Abbreviations: AVG = Average of Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3]; CLS = cluster-level summary;
FG = Fay and Graubard [15]; GEE = generalized estimating equations [1]; GLMM = generalized linear mixed models; KC =
Kauermann and Carroll [3]; LF = linearization based test; LQ4 = Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule with four quadrature points;
MD = Mancl and DeRouen [2]; PW = Pan and Wall [20]. GEE models use an exchangeable working correlation structure.
GLMM models include a random intercept and fixed effects for intervention and time. Convergence for LF ranges from 97-99%.
Convergence for GEE, LQ4, and CLS models are 100%.






× 100, where ESD is the empirical standard deviation of β̂1.
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Table 4.4: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the application of the described analysis methods for the testing of β1 in
the general SWT study design settings.
Number of Cluster Time Time GEE with PW df GEE with N − 2 df GLMM
Clusters Size Intervals Type KC MD AVG FG KC MD AVG FG LQ4 LF CLS
Scenario 1
3 10 4 saturated 0.16 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.07
3 25 4 saturated 0.16 0.06 0.10 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.05
6 10 4 saturated 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.06
6 25 4 saturated 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05
12 10 4 saturated 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.07
12 25 4 saturated 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05
24 10 4 saturated 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
24 25 4 saturated 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06
Scenario 2
3 10 4 saturated 0.15 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.13 0.13 0.07
3 25 4 saturated 0.19 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.08
6 10 4 saturated 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.11 0.11 0.08
6 25 4 saturated 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.17 0.17 0.07
12 10 4 saturated 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.10 0.10 0.06
12 25 4 saturated 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.17 0.17 0.06
24 10 4 saturated 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.09 0.06
24 25 4 saturated 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.12 0.06
Abbreviations: AVG = Average of Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3]; CLS = cluster-level summary;
FG = Fay and Graubard [15]; GEE = generalized estimating equations [1]; GLMM = generalized linear mixed models; KC =
Kauermann and Carroll [3]; LF = linearization based test; LQ4 = Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule with four quadrature points;
MD = Mancl and DeRouen [2]; PW = Pan and Wall [20]. GEE models use an exchangeable working correlation structure.
GLMM models include a random intercept and fixed effects for intervention and time. Convergence for LF ranges from 91-99%.
Convergence for GEE, LQ4, and CLS models are 100%.
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Table 4.5: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the application of the described analysis methods for the testing of β1 in
our motivating example SWT study design settings with 10 clusters and equal cluster sizes.
Cluster Time Time GEE with PW df GEE with N − 2 df GLMM
Size Intervals Type KC MD AVG FG KC MD AVG FG LQ4 LF CLS
Scenario 1
10 4 saturated 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06
10 4 continuous 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.07
25 4 saturated 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
25 4 continuous 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04
10 8 saturated 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05
10 8 continuous 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05
25 8 saturated 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
25 8 continuous 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04
Scenario 2
10 4 saturated 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.08 0.06
10 4 continuous 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.09 0.09 0.06
25 4 saturated 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.15 0.06
25 4 continuous 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.15 0.15 0.06
10 8 saturated 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.11 0.11 0.06
10 8 continuous 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.11 0.11 0.06
25 8 saturated 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.17 0.18 0.06
25 8 continuous 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.17 0.17 0.07
Abbreviations: AVG = Average of Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3]; CLS = cluster-level summary;
FG = Fay and Graubard [15]; GEE = generalized estimating equations [1]; GLMM = generalized linear mixed models; KC =
Kauermann and Carroll [3]; LF = linearization based test; LQ4 = Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule with four quadrature points;
MD = Mancl and DeRouen [2]; N = number of clusters; PW = Pan and Wall [20]. GEE models use an exchangeable working
correlation structure. GLMM models include a random intercept and fixed effects for intervention and time. Convergence for
LF ranges from 97-99%. Convergence for GEE, LQ4, and CLS models are 100%.
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Table 4.6: Empirical type I error rates resulting from the use of select empirical mean SE estimators and GLMM for the testing
of β1 for the motivating example SWT study design with 10 clusters and cluster sizes pulled from Negbin(m,0.5).
Mean Time Time GEE with PW df GEE with N − 2 df GLMM
Cluster Size Intervals Type KC MD AVG FG KC MD AVG FG LQ4 LF CLS
Scenario 1
10 4 saturated 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.06
10 4 continuous 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.06
25 4 saturated 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.06
25 4 continuous 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06
10 8 saturated 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.06
10 8 continuous 0.10 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.06
25 8 saturated 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04
25 8 continuous 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04
Scenario 2
10 4 saturated 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.13 0.13 0.05
10 4 continuous 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.15 0.14 0.06
25 4 saturated 0.09 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.23 0.24 0.08
25 4 continuous 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.26 0.26 0.08
10 8 saturated 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.13 0.14 0.06
10 8 continuous 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.16 0.16 0.07
25 8 saturated 0.09 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.22 0.22 0.06
25 8 continuous 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.25 0.25 0.07
Abbreviations: AVG = Average of Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3]; CLS = cluster-level summary;
FG = Fay and Graubard [15]; GEE = generalized estimating equations [1]; GLMM = generalized linear mixed models; KC =
Kauermann and Carroll [3]; LF = linearization based test; LQ4 = Gauss-Hermite quadrature rule with four quadrature points;
MD = Mancl and DeRouen [2]; N = number of clusters; PW = Pan and Wall [20]. GEE models use an exchangeable working
correlation structure. GLMM models include a random intercept and fixed effects for intervention and time. Convergence for
LF ranges from 97-99%. Convergence for GEE, LQ4, and CLS models are 100%.
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Figure 4.1: Study design corresponding with our general SWT.
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Figure 4.2: Study design corresponding with our motivating example SWT.
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Chapter 5 Summary
5.1 Findings and Future Work
This dissertation focused on maintaining the validities of inference in CRTs and lon-
gitudinal studies when using GEE. We offered guidance on the application of appro-
priate SE bias corrections in conjunction with df approximations. In most settings,
we observed the use of an average of the Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann
and Carroll [3] SE bias corrections to offer lowly biased estimation and, along with
an appropriate df selection, nominal or near nominal type I error rates.
We first expanded on the limited literature evaluating the use of GEE for analyzing
data arising from small-sample, parallel CRTs. We showed that previous guidance
[19] on the selection of a SE bias correction was not always correct in more expansive
settings, particularly when there was notable cluster size variation or when marginal
models included a baseline adjustment covariate. We found the use of an average of
the Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] SE bias corrections with
either N − p or Pan and Wall [20] df for smaller and larger cluster size variation,
respectively, preferable for lowly biased estimation and nominal range type I error
rates. Further research is needed to determine suitable approaches for CRTs with
multi-level clustering, repeated cross-sectional trials, and longitudinal cohort CRTs.
We also examined the performance of many bias corrections and df approxima-
tions in realistic, small-sample longitudinal study settings. Through an extensive
simulation study, we showed that the Westgate and Burchett [5] SE estimator and df
approximation, as well as the average of the Mancl and DeRouen [2] and Kauermann
and Carroll [3] SE estimators with N − p df, outperformed other methods with re-
spect to biases and type I error rates. Considerations for future study include using
the average of the Mancl DeRouen [2] and Kauermann and Carroll [3] corrections
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in Westgate and Burchett’s [5] formula for potential improvements to validity and
power.
Finally, we evaluated the performances of analysis models with respect to the va-
lidity of inference in another specific CRT setting, the SWT, with binary outcomes.
We found the most common analysis method, a GLMM introduced in Hussey and
Hughes [6], resulted in negatively biased SE estimates and liberal inference when
assuming a common ICC structure is inappropriate. The application of a marginal,
cluster-level summary linear mixed model was observed to maintain the validity of in-
ference when equal cluster size settings were utilized. We additionally found multiple
GEE methods, using SE bias corrections and appropriate df, can offer the validity of
inference. As multiple GEE methods performed adequately, an analyst may consider
other factors when choosing a correction. For instance, once the validity of inference
is established, the power of the best performing estimation methods may be a sec-
ondary consideration. Additionally, future research can also contrast these methods
to promising non-parametric approaches [9, 63, 64].
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